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Abstract

Though the number of women entering agricultural careers is slightly increasing in the United States and internationally, women who enter male dominated professions, such as agriculture, may be perceived as inherently unsuited for such work (Doss et al., 2011). The purpose of this study was to highlight and discuss the backgrounds and success of women in agricultural leadership roles. The central research question was how have women in agriculture attained their leadership role in a male dominated field? Specific criteria was set for selecting participants, and the criteria included their background experiences, uniqueness to the agriculture field, the impact they are currently making to agriculture, and their specialty in agriculture. This study selected 14 women leaders in agriculture from various locations in the United States. The researchers spent one to three days with each participant in their environment and utilized semi-structured, open-ended interviews that lasted one to four hours. The researchers transcribed the interviews and then coded and categorized the data. The researchers decided the data was best represented as individual case studies rather than themes. The researchers found 11 overall conclusions about the data. Three significant conclusions include (a) family, including parents, spouse, and children, impacted each woman’s decisions for her education, lifestyle, and career choices; (b) fathers are a huge influence on their daughters; and (c) each participant discovered how to integrate work and their personal lives to be successful.
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Chapter One

Introduction and General Information

Background and Setting

Though the number of women entering agricultural careers is slightly increasing in the United States and internationally, women who enter male dominated professions, such as agriculture, may be perceived as inherently unsuited for such work (Doss et al., 2011). The agricultural field has been viewed as a male dominated profession in which men are the key players and women are “not legitimate players in the public sphere” (Alston, 2000, p. 16). This misconception results from complex gender dynamics and established expectations within industries traditionally led by only men (Kruse & Prettyman, 2008). In addition, the views of patriarchal societies such as the field of agriculture creates oppressive conditions for women and reiterates the gender biases found in feminist literature (Alston, 2000).

Baruch (2011) discussed gender stereotypes and mentioned those associated with women specifically “. . . center around communal qualities (being affectionate, helpful, friendly, kind, sympathetic, sensitive, gentle, and soft-spoken)” while those associated with men are “agentic qualities (such as being aggressive, ambitious, dominant, self-confident, forceful, self-reliant, and individualist)” (p. 2). While women do strive to reform such gender expectations and stereotypes, women are seldom properly recognized for their efforts nor are they necessarily compensated for their contributions to the broader industry (Alston, 2003; Doss et al., 2011). Baruch (2011) stated, “Women have increased the most in leadership roles in management and administrative occupations but have less authority than men in these positions” (p. 1). In an effort to combat such timidity, women who have achieved success leading the industries men have traditionally built and controlled should be highlighted and further discussed so other
women may follow their leadership and become similarly revered within agricultural organizations (Elliott & Stead, 2008).

Based on the aforementioned findings and recommendations, this study sought to provide insight of how women in agriculture have attained their leadership role within the agricultural industry.

**Statement of the Problem**

Nohria and Khurana (2010) mentioned, “An emerging body of scholarship suggests that the most effective style of leadership in today’s word is ‘transformational’” (p. 384). According to Eagly, Johannesen-Schmidt, and van Engen (2003), women’s typical leadership styles are more transformational than those of men. Female leaders focus more on gaining trust, confidence, mentoring, and empowering their followers in an effort to fully develop their potential, and thus contribute more effectively to the organization at large (Eagly & Carli, 2007; Nohria & Khurana, 2010). Although women have made breakthroughs in the workforce, they are continuously underrepresented in leadership roles with limited access to obtaining this role (Noble & Moore, 2006; Weyer, 2007). Moreover, women in leadership roles in a traditional male dominated field such as agriculture are seldom properly recognized for their successes (Alston, 2003; Doss et al., 2011). As a result, the fundamental problem this study will address is the lack of highlighting the journey and success of women in agricultural leadership roles.

**Purpose and Central Research Question**

The purpose of this study was to highlight and discuss the backgrounds and success of women in agricultural leadership roles. The central research question was how have women in agriculture attained their leadership role in a male dominated field?
Significance of the Problem

This study seeks to add to the limited knowledge of how women in agriculture have attained their leadership roles. Therefore, the results of this study could provide valuable insight about women leaders in agriculture, thus improving the perceptions of individuals about women leaders. This information will be significant to other women who have reservations about attaining a leadership role in agriculture because without this acknowledgement, it can lead women to collectively withdraw from engaging within their industries and fail to seek out leadership roles within them (Nohria & Khurana, 2010).

However, in order to get women to not withdraw, one needs to understand their own journey of how they got there since “experiences are not truly yours until you think about them, analyze them…question them, reflect on them and finally understand them” (Bennis, 1989, p. 92). Exploring such objective experiences with various other developmental factors in mind, the personal journeys of women leaders in agriculture could provide the necessary insight to better construct the formation of their unique leadership styles and their ability to attain these roles. As women leaders seek to promote opportunity and outreach to other women, it is noteworthy to learn how these leaders first became inspired and how they were encouraged to seek out advancement in their industries.

Based on the information presented above, literature regarding the background and inspirations of women who are leaders in agriculture would be significant to other women for encouragement and the promotion of opportunity. In addition, this literature could be beneficial for male colleagues and male administrators/executives in understanding the hardships and stereotypes women face in agriculture. With available information such as this, male colleagues and male administrators/executives would have more knowledge about working with women,
and this could aid in the development of strategies for gender equity both inside and outside of the workplace. Employers could also utilize this literature to ensure policies, salaries, and networking opportunities truly represent gender equity.

**Limitations/Delimitations**

The results of this study are subject to the following limitation:

1. Funding was limited for this research.
2. The research is limited to the experiences of the 14 female interviewees.

**Assumptions**

The following assumptions were made for the purposes of this study:

1. Participants involved in the study responded to all interview questions truthfully.
2. The researcher was not biased while conducting the interviews nor transcribing information given from participants during the interviews.

**Definition of Terms**

The following terms were operationally defined for this study:

- Northouse (2013) defined leadership as “a process whereby an individual influences a group of individuals to achieve a common goal” (p. 5).
- Leadership role was defined as an owner of an agricultural business, a dean of an agricultural college, chief executive officer (CEO) of an agricultural business, chief operating officer (COO) of an agricultural business, head wine maker, president of an agricultural company, director of an agricultural business, director of a nonprofit, political leader, extensive volunteering with agricultural organizations, or an agricultural education teacher.
Male dominated profession was defined as a profession that has more than 50 percent of male employees and administrators.
Chapter Two

Literature Review

This chapter provides an overview of the statistics of working women in the United States. In addition, this chapter discusses women in leadership with a synopsis of leadership, types of leadership, traditional views, feminine traits, and barriers to leadership. Also, two categories of Krumboltz’s (1976) social learning theory of career selection are examined. The social learning theory seeks to explain factors that influence the nature of career decision making and divides these factors into four categories, which include genetic endowment and special abilities, environmental conditions and events, learning experiences, and task approach skills (Krumboltz, 1976). Necessary points of discussion include the two categories of genetic endowment and environmental conditions and events (Krumboltz, 1976).

Working Women

In 1962, 54.4 percent of mothers worked whereas in 2014, the amount of working women who were married with children included 61.8 percent with children under three, 64.3 percent with children under six, 75.8 percent with children aged six to 17, and 70.1 percent with children 18 years of age (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015b). Women were most employed in 2014 in “financial activities (53 percent female), education and health services (75 percent female), leisure and hospitality (51 percent female), and other services (53 percent female)” (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015b, p. 2). Conversely, women were significantly “underrepresented in agriculture (25 percent), mining (13 percent), construction (9 percent), manufacturing (29 percent), and transportation and utilities (23 percent)” (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015b, p. 2). Although women have made great strides in the labor force, they are still absent from top leadership roles especially those in agriculture (Kark & Eagly, 2010).

**Leadership**

Leadership is having the ability to influence a group of individuals to accomplish a goal or vision (Northouse, 2013). According to Northouse (2013), being a leader does not entail the possession of a specific trait or set of characteristics. Rather, it is a “process” that transpires between the leader and their followers (Northouse, 2013, p. 5). Leadership occurs in a group setting where relationships exist between each follower and the leader, and like so, they have a shared purpose (Northouse, 2013). There are various styles of leadership that have been documented over the years, and transformational, transactional, and laissez-faire will be discussed.
Types of leadership.

According to Northouse (2013), “transformational leadership is the process whereby a person engages with others and creates a connection that raises the level of motivation and morality in both the leader and the follower” (p. 186). The leader who displays transformational leadership serves as a role model to their followers (Eagly, 2007). A transformational leader will explain the goals of the organization, create plans to successfully accomplish the goals, and innovatively transform the organization (Eagly, 2007, p. 2). This type of leader serves as a mentor to their followers, seeks to empower them, and provides motivation to achieve more than expected (Northouse, 2013). The followers’ personal development is important to the transformational leader (Northouse, 2013). van Engen, van der Leeden, and Willemsen (2001) mentioned transformational leadership is “depicted as feminine leadership style because of its emphasis on the manager’s intellectual stimulation of, and the individual consideration given to, employees” (p. 582). In addition, the association of transformational leadership aligns more with the feminine role more than the masculine role due to the mentorship and empowerment the leader provides their followers (Duehr & Bono 2006; Kark, 2004).

Contrasting transformational leadership is transactional leadership. Transactional leadership involves an exchanging relationship between the leader and their followers (Eagly, 2007; Kark & Eagly, 2010; Northouse, 2013). The follower’s work is traded for a specific reward (Northouse, 2013), and it is known as a “give-and-take relationship that appeals to subordinates’ self-interest” (Kark & Eagly, 2010, p. 459). Additionally, transactional leadership includes management-by-exception which “involves corrective criticism, negative feedback, and negative reinforcement” (Northouse, 2013, p. 195). The corrective criticism aspect of
transactional leadership is productive while negative feedback and negative reinforcement are less productive since it focuses on followers’ errors and failures (Kark & Eagly, 2010).

Furthermore, laissez-faire can be noted as the least effective leadership style (Judge & Piccolo, 2004; Northouse, 2013). Northouse (2013) stated “as the French phrase implies, the laissez-faire leader takes a ‘hands-off, let-things-ride’ approach” (p. 196). Someone utilizing a laissez-faire leadership style fails to assume their duty for managing (Northouse, 2013). As a laissez-faire leader, the individual does not motivate or empower their followers, provide any type of feedback, and postpones decisions (Northouse, 2013). Concluding, an individual applying laissez-faire leadership has little to no involvement (Northouse, 2013).

**Traditional views.**

Historically, men are thought to be the ideal leaders rather than women (Helgeson, 1990; Eagly, 2007). Due to this traditional state of mind, individuals set specific expectations and standards for how a leader should lead (Lamsa & Sintonen, 2001; Bolman & Deal, 2003; McEldowney, Bobrowski, & Gramberg, 2009). Wacjman (1998) mentioned managerial roles are viewed as male dominant, and these roles lean toward male traits such as “success means being lean, mean, aggressive, and competitive” (p. 16). Traditionally, women have easily entered leadership roles in feminine fields such as education or those involved with human interaction while men have assumed the leadership roles that exercise power and authority (Garcia-Retamero & Lopez-Zafra, 2006). In doing so, male leaders are assumed to have more agentic qualities rather than communal qualities (Eagly, 2007).

Individuals typically associate a connection with men and leadership (Garcia-Retamero & Lopez-Zafra, 2006). In a study by Garcia-Retamero and Lopez-Zafra (2006), they found women are believed to be less effective in fields that are masculine and gender-neutral while they were
equally effective as men in feminine fields (p. 58). Moreover, it has been noted in research irrespective of the leader’s gender, masculine characteristics are essential indicators of leadership and in various contexts are attributed with the leader (Powell, Butterfield, & Parent, 2002; Schein, 2007; Kark & Eagly, 2010). However, there is a shift to more women assuming leadership positions (Eagly, 2004; Kaufman & Grace, 2011).

**Women in Leadership**

**Feminine traits.**

According to Eagly (2007), “women, more than men, manifest leadership styles associated with effective performance as leaders” (p. 1). Furthermore, it can be argued that women have a female advantage to leadership (Helgeson, 1990; Eagly, 2007; Elliott & Stead, 2008) due to the stereotypical feminine, communal traits such as “kindness, concern for others, warmth, and gentleness” (Eagly, 2007, p. 4). It has been found that women leaders compared to men are less hierarchical, more cooperative and collaborative, and more oriented to enhancing individuals’ self-worth (Eagly & Johnson, 1990). Also, as women may aid the growth of individuals, the behavior may be interpreted as “selfless giver who likes helping,” which is behavior that “is likely to be conflated not only with femininity but with selfless giving and motherhood” (Fletcher, 2004, p. 655).

In addition, Eagly, Johannensen-Schmidt, and van Engen (2003) found women are more transformational than men. As previously mentioned, “Transformational leadership is the process whereby a person engages with others and creates a connection that raises the level of motivation and morality in both the leader and the follower” (Northouse, 2016, p. 186). Contrasting, men are believed to assume more masculine, agentic traits such as “confidence, aggressiveness, and self-direction” (Eagly, 2007, p. 4). While women are assumed to contain
communal traits, those in leadership positions often find themselves in a double bind (Eagly, 2007). Women in leadership positions are often disliked for utilizing too many feministic traits and are thought to be too soft, but they also receive aversion when using too many masculine traits as they are seen as unfeminine (Eagly, 2007). Further, women tend to feel less confident of themselves and not as comfortable in leadership positions due to the views of leadership and it’s relation to masculinity (van Engen, van der Leeden, & Willemsen, 2001).

**Barriers to leadership.**

Although women are assuming more leadership positions than in the past, they still face barriers (Eagly, 2004; Kaufman & Grace, 2011). Barriers include work and family issues, discrimination and prejudice, and gender and leader stereotypes (Kark & Eagly, 2010). These barriers provide an inability for women to become completely involved in top leadership roles (Eagly, 2007; Debebe, 2009; Kaufman & Grace, 2011). More importantly, the level of access to these leadership positions is unequal for men and women where men have greater access in most situations (Jacobs, 1999; Eagly, 2004). Unlike men, women receive a disadvantage of prejudices and biases partially due to traditional views (Eagly, Makhijani, & Klonsky, 1992; McEldowney, et al., 2009). Since leadership positions are traditionally thought as a male role, women tend to face biases even when they are in a leadership position (Garcia-Retamero & Lopez-Zafra, 2006).

**Genetic Endowment**

Gender is one of the few factors that influences an individual’s entire life from childhood to adulthood (Blakemore, Berenbaum, & Liben, 2009). The role of gender in childhood affects the name an individual is given, the color of their clothing, and the toys they receive (Blakemore et al., 2009). According to Blakemore, Berenbaum, and Liben (2009), adulthood is impacted by gender roles through “different clothing and hairstyles, occupations, life roles, responsibilities for
the upbringing of children, different household and other chores, and different interactions with others every day of their lives” (p. 2). Gender stereotypes are then created about what type of occupation, activities, and behaviors are appropriate for both males and females (Liben, Bigler, Ruble, Marton, & Powlishta, 2002; Watt, 2010). In addition, individuals hold gender stereotypes about leadership roles in which women are perceived to not be as effective as men since they are thought to possess feminine traits (Linimon, Barron, & Falbo, 1984; Maher, 1997).

Some individuals are born with greater susceptibility to particular learning occurrences while others have less susceptibility (Krumboltz, 1976). In a group, the gender of an individual relays knowledge about their value, competence, and worth dependent upon the decisions of that culture, and this can affect the subordination and superordination in that group (Webster & Driskell, 1978). In addition, due to the views of leadership being associated with masculinity, women are less influential in a group setting than men (Garcia-Retamero & Lopez-Zafra, 2006), and Caucasians, men, and managers are seen as superior to women, African-Americans, and manual laborers (Webster & Driskell, 1978).

According to Domencio and Jones (2006), women enter the traditional, low-paying occupations “including administrative support, sales, service, nursing, teaching, social work, and clerical job” (p. 1). The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2016) found the most traditional occupations for women in 2015 included secretaries and administrative assistants, elementary and middle school teachers, and registered nurses. When women do enter fields traditionally dominated by men, they are more likely to face gender bias (Seever & Foster, 2002; Lester, 2008; Kaufman & Grace, 2011).

In addition to gender, race impacts an individual’s life and their career path (Domencio & Jones, 2006). Those who are part of a minority group, particularly if they are in the lower class,
face more obstacles to achieving their ideal career compared to Caucasians (Gottfredson, 1981; Farmer, 1985). Osipow and Fitzgerald (1996) found in comparison to Caucasians, African Americans, Hispanics, and Native Americans demonstrate less educational and occupational outcomes. Moreover, women in the minority group tend to choose their careers based upon their cultural values and job security rather than pure interest in the field and hold different goals for their careers (O’Neill, Shapiro, Ingols, & Blake-Beard, 2013). According the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2015b) in 2014, Asian and White women were more likely to be employed in “high-paying management, professional, and related occupations” than African-American and Hispanic women who were more likely to hold jobs in “service occupations, which generally pay lower wages” (p. 2). Likewise, Coltrane and Shih (2010) mentioned “many hired domestic workers are poor women of color, this system perpetuates class and race inequalities and socializes privileged children to expect to be waited on by disadvantaged women” (p. 416). Additionally, women of color may experience compulsion to have the same goals as others in the majority (O’Neill et al., 2013). Also, women are often times excluded from the white, male old boys’ network due their gender and race, which becomes an issue for a woman’s career strategy and networking opportunities (Fearfull & Kamenou, 2006). Adding to exclusion of networking, women in the minority may experience expulsion, upward mobility, demotion, and harassment (Roscigno, 2007).

**Environmental Conditions and Events**

Environmental conditions involve the action of humans and natural occurrences (Krumboltz, 1976). Human actions include social, cultural, political, and economical incidences (Krumboltz, 1976; Elliott & Steade, 2008). Family and children, policies, salary, traditions, and networking and mentoring are components in the environment that heavily impact women
Events occur throughout a woman’s lifespan that affect her current role in the workforce.

**Family and children.**

Furthermore, the majority of women hold more responsibility for domestic and familial duties than men (Eagly & Carli, 2007). While men have increased their share of familial duties, women “continue to shoulder the major burden” (Nohria & Khurana, 2010, p. 381). In almost all nations, women are the spouse responsible for domestic duties (Kark & Eagly, 2010), and women spend almost twice as much time as men caring for their children (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015a). Additionally, women allot more time to cooking and housework, such as laundry and cleaning, compared to men while men spend more time in lawn and garden activities than women (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015a). Nohria and Khurana (2010) mentioned “after the workday ends, men are picking up tips over golf and drinks; women are picking up laundry, dinner, and the house” (p. 381).

Many women leave the workforce or choose part-time employment because of domestic duties and “their [husbands] expectation that wives should be the ones to cut back on employment” (Nohria & Khurana, 2010, p. 382). Childcare responsibilities, especially, cause women to either be unemployed or assume a part time position (Kark & Eagly, 2010). According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2015b), in 2014, 26 percent of women worked part time. It is noted that only “one in ten men left the workforce primarily for family-related reasons” (Nohria and Khurana, 2010, p. 383). Therefore, Eagly and Carli (2007) concluded women’s familial responsibilities contribute to their “lesser access to power and authority in society,” and these conditions reduce their “prospects for advancement” (p. 49). Therefore, women face a challenge of balancing work and family duties (Eagly & Carli, 2007).
Moreover, divorce rates of individuals and the children in those circumstances are a population that is ever growing (Wallerstein & Kelly, 2008). A divorce can impact a child for their entire life, socially and psychologically (Wallerstein & Kelly, 2008). A child’s age at the time of the divorce could depend on the impact the divorce has on the child resulting in younger children being at a higher risk for issues than older children (Lansford, 2009). According to Copen, Daniels, Vespa, and Mosher (2012), almost half of first time marriages end in a divorce. Lansford (2009) mentioned, “Children whose parents have divorced have higher levels of externalizing behaviors and internalizing problems, lower academic achievement, and more problems in social relationships than do children whose parents have not divorced.”

**Policies.**

Likewise, work, family, and employment policies impact women’s careers and their decisions regarding their career path (Mavin, 2001; Nohria & Khurana, 2010; Brown, 2015). These types of policies demonstrate and strengthen the differences between men and women in both the workplace and home (Nohria & Khurana, 2010). Many places of employment offer women maternity leave (Brown, 2015) but fail to provide parental leave for men (Nohria & Khurana, 2010). In doing so, men hardly take time off from work for family reasons (Nohria & Khurana, 2010). However, when women utilize their maternity leave, negative implications follow such as lower performance ratings and salary increases becoming less likely (Brown, 2015). Nohria and Khurana (2010) concluded, “Work/family policies that disadvantage men also disadvantage women. The effect is to entrench unequal family responsibilities, which perpetuates unequal workplace opportunities” (p. 382). Consequently, women who are not offered flexible schedules, part-time jobs that hold significance, and reasonable childcare may not return to their careers (Nohria & Khurana, 2010; Brown, 2015).
Salary.

Career advancement is typically associated with salary (Phillips & Imhoff, 1997). A salary gap between men and women has always existed throughout many professional classes (Phillips & Imhoff, 1997; Booth, Francesconi, & Frank, 2003; Brown, 2015). While the pay gap between men and women has grown smaller over the years, women currently earn 82 percent as much as men (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2014). In addition, women obtain promotions slower than their male colleagues (Brown, 2015; Booth, et al., 2003).

Corporations view women who are married with children less favorable for promotions and salary increases while men who are married with children are associated with higher salaries and much advancement (Phillips & Imhoff, 1997; Mavin, 2001; Brown, 2015). Mavin (2001) stated, “Mothers are not seen as appropriate employees for senior management levels, whereas the family man is ideal” (p. 186). These gaps can be associated with bias in job evaluations and “men, currently in higher-ranking positions, prefer to promote other men” (Phillips & Imhoff, 1997, p. 46). Overall, women fall behind men in job level, promotions, and salary (Brown, 2015).

Traditions.

The term “think male – think manager” is still the predominant view of leadership roles internationally and in the United States (Schein, 2007). Individuals in leadership roles are often thought of as utilizing assertive, authoritative, and dominative behaviors, which is viewed to be unappealing in women (Eagly & Carli, 2007). Women generally hold qualities like collaboration, cooperation, empathy, and compassion but are often regarded as not being aggressive enough (Eagly & Carli, 2007; Nohria & Khurana, 2010; Baruch, 2011). When a woman attempts to possess traditional masculine qualities such as assertiveness and dominance,
they are viewed as being too abrasive (Eagly & Carli, 2007; Nohria & Khurana, 2010). Nohria and Khurana (2010) affirmed, “Women who conform to traditional feminine stereotypes are often liked but not respected: they are judged too soft, emotional, and unassertive to make tough calls and project the necessary ‘presence’ in positions of authority” (p. 385). Therefore, women are in a double-bind between applying traditional masculine or feminine qualities, and while effective leadership requires both, they encounter a situation of either being competent or liked (Eagly & Carli, 2007; Nohria & Khurana, 2010).

**Networking and mentoring.**

Women in male dominated fields face an obstacle of networking and professional development opportunities (Wang, 2009; Nohria & Khurana, 2010). Networking and mentoring relationships “can yield valuable information, access to help and resources, and career sponsorship” (Eagly & Carli, 2007, p. 144). Nohria and Khurana (2010) concluded women “have difficulty breaking into the ‘old boys’ loop of advice” (p. 380), and men have greater access to achieving the support they need for a leadership role (Nohria & Khurana, 2010). In addition to the lack of networking opportunities, women do not have the influential mentors they need for support and encouragement (Wang, 2009; Nohria & Khurana, 2010). Traditionally, mentorship occurs because a mentor expresses interest, who is generally male (Wang, 2009). A mentor who is in a position of power is able to provide career assistance to their mentee (Kark & Eagly, 2010). When women have sought for a female mentor, they find many of them unavailable due to the lack of women in higher positions (Wang, 2009). Wang (2009) mentioned “women need more mentoring than men to advance in the organizational hierarchy because they face more organizational, interpersonal, and individual obstacles than their male counterparts” (p. 37). Due to the power in networks which are generally dominated by white men, women’s
social capital is restricted (Kark & Eagly, 2010). Hence, women have a much harder time discovering networks and obtaining a mentoring relationship (Wang, 2009).

**Women in Agriculture**

An exhaustive literature search was conducted about women leaders in agriculture and literature was found in three journals: *Journal of Extension*, *Journal of Agricultural Education*, and *the International Journal of Gender, Science, and Technology*. There were only two articles found in the *Journal of Extension* that related to women leaders in agriculture. In the *Journal of Agricultural Education*, the researchers only found three articles related to women and leadership but only one of the three discussed women as leaders in agriculture. Only one article was found in the *International Journal of Gender, Science, and Technology* which pertained to women leaders in agriculture. Other article topics found related to gender inequality, gender equity, the demographics of female agricultural educators and extension agents, and leadership styles related to gender. Additionally, articles were found about women in agriculture in other countries. It can be noted there is limited research specifically about women leaders in agriculture in the United States. Research that has been conducted on the predictors of women’s success in achieving senior-level administrative positions in the extension service (Mayer, 2001), the profiles of female agricultural county agents (Seevers & Foster, 2004), gender inequality in the U. S. land-grant college of agricultures (Goldberger & Crowe, 2010), the perceptions and barriers of female agricultural educators (Baxter, Stephens, & Thayer-Bacon, 2011), and how women deans of agriculture have attained their leadership role (Kleihauer, Stephens, Hart, & Stripling, 2013).

Furthermore, Mayer (2001) researched the career path of women directors in the Cooperative State Research Extension Education Service (CSREES) to discover the factors that
influenced them to achieve their position. There were four major themes from this study: organizational factors, building networks and relationships, recognizing opportunities, and gender (Mayer, 2001). The women in this study mentioned they knew they entered a male-dominated field, and as a woman in the field, they have had to show how they have knowledge in agriculture whether it is a degree or their background (Mayer, 2001). Each woman in this study discussed the importance of their role models, mentors, and networking relationships and how it has assisted them with the success of their position (Mayer, 2001). The participants in this study stated that receiving recognition and being given opportunities heavily influenced their career advancement (Mayer, 2001). Lastly, these women recognized their gender being an issue during their interviews and some times during work (Mayer, 2001). Each participant mentioned it was easier to move up in their own states because everyone knew who they were and trusted them (Mayer, 2001). The women did not face balance issues until they had children, but they learned to adapt and be flexible as their life circumstances shifted (Mayer, 2001).

Moreover, Seevers and Foster’s (2004) research included developing profiles of women agricultural agents in the Cooperative Extension System. Responses about barriers and challenges faced by the women included “lack of acceptance from male colleagues and clients; the need to “prove yourself”; no mentoring or inclusion by male peers; and the “good ol’ boy system” (Seevers & Foster, p. 4). In addition, women commented on what they thought the most substantial barrier faced by women agricultural agents were, and their comments involved topics such as “personal attitude, balancing work and family and lack of mentors or role models” (Seevers & Foster, 2004, p. 4). One participant in Seevers and Foster’s (2004) study explained the barriers as “the typical sexist barriers—lower pay; glass-ceilings; harder to get promoted; having to do it better than our male co-workers; not having ‘someone like me’ to work with; it’s
very difficult during pregnancy or with young children” (p. 4). Furthermore, participants were asked about the sacrifices they have made to attain their current position, and the responses included “time away from family; lack of personal or social time; the decision to not have more children or to delay having a family; and a firm commitment that the pay offered is too low for the educational requirements of the job” (Seevers & Foster, 2004, p. 4). The researchers concluded it is essential for the barriers faced by women in agriculture to not only be addressed but agreed upon as well (Seevers & Foster, 2004). Without the agreement and acknowledgement the barriers exist, women in agriculture face conflict, discontent with their jobs, and higher turnover rates (Seevers & Foster, 2004).

In addition, Goldberger and Crowe (2010) studied gender inequality at the United States land-grant universities’ colleges of agriculture in the agricultural sciences discipline. The researchers sought to discover how much gender inequality existed in the agricultural sciences in addition to if gender inequality is a feature of the dissimilarities in human capital, professional networking, means of scientific production, and research productivity (Goldberger & Crowe, 2010). It was discovered that women continue to be underrepresented in all disciplines excluding nutrition and were less likely to become a full professor and tenured (Goldberger & Crowe, 2010). On average, women’s annual base salaries are lower than men’s, $74,553 compared to $85,754 respectively (Goldberger & Crowe, 2010). Goldberger and Crowe (2010) discovered women tend to work three more hours per week than their male colleagues “because they are not taken seriously by male colleagues or face other forms of gender discrimination, must work harder to eventually receive the same recognition and promotion as men” (p. 350). Some gender differences found include 86% of men received their Ph.D. training at a land-grant compared to 78% of females, and the male faculty members were twice more likely to have been
raised on a farm (Goldberger & Crowe, 2010). In relation to means of production and gender differences, the time devoted to development research was greater amongst male faculty than female faculty (Goldberger & Crowe, 2010). In terms of research productivity, differences existed with male faculty publishing more edited books and reports than females and males providing more formal presentations to farmer groups than females (Goldberger & Crowe, 2010). Lastly, male faculty had more connections with the private industry in relation to consulting, funding, and presentations, which includes the categories of professional networking, means of scientific production, and research productivity (Goldberger & Crowe, 2010). The researchers concluded the role female faculty members serve as mentors and role models for female students is critical (Goldberger & Crowe, 2010). Additionally, there is significance in the diversity of perspectives that can be brought to the academic table from both men and women (Goldberger & Crowe, 2010).

Further, Baxter, Stephens, and Thayer-Bacon (2011) conducted research on the perceptions and barriers of four female agricultural educators from different generations. Each participant was from a different generation, which included early Baby Boomer, late Baby Boomer, Generation X, and Millennial (Baxter et al., 2011). There were four major themes that emerged including qualifications to teach agricultural education, challenges in teaching agricultural education, stress in teaching agricultural education, and stereotyping of agricultural education teachers (Baxter et al., 2011). The six subthemes that emerged comprised of proving women can perform agricultural education duties, sexism, resentment from students, balancing family and work, high burnout/low return rate, and breaking the stereotyping of an agricultural education teacher (Baxter et al., 2011). Although each participant was born in a different generation, they faced similar challenges (Baxter et al., 2011). All four participants disclosed
they had to prove to others they were proficient in teaching agricultural education (Baxter et al., 2011). The researchers discovered the four women faced various challenges such as being the first female agricultural education teacher at a school; only being a few years older than the students; working with older, male co-workers; forms of sexism such as a field trip being cancelled because the male farmer did not believe the female agricultural teacher being with all boys was appropriate; and difficulty finding a teaching position (Baxter et al., 2011). The four participants all faced the stress of trying to balance family and work with three of the teachers agreeing that spending more time on their work than family may not have been worth it (Baxter et al., 2011). In addition to balancing family and work, the participants were stressed due to the level of expectations from students, community, and administration (Baxter et al., 2011). Each of the four women faced some type of stereotyping such as being told a female did not belong in an agricultural educator role and not being able to discipline the students (Baxter et al., 2011). Concluding, Baxter et al. (2011) stated, “understanding challenges women face in the field of agricultural education is crucial to assisting with the development of females in the profession” (p. 21).

Moreover, Kleihauer, Stephens, Hart, and Stripling (2013) conducted a study on six women deans of agriculture in attempt to understand their leadership and personality styles in addition to challenges they have faced on their career path. Kleihauer et al. (2013) discovered five themes that represented the challenges faced by the six women deans, which included underinvestment in human capital, gender discrimination, perception of women, fairness, and power structure. The researchers found men earn more money than women and the participants mentioned not receiving a promotion because she did not have international experience while the male colleague given the promotion did not have that experience either (Kleihauer et al., 2013).
Also, one participant described her experience of other’s perception of her being a woman in agriculture as them doubting she can do the work so she proved she could because she had the same experience in her previous position (Kleihauer et al., 2013). In addition, the researchers found the six women deans could be described with the Big Five personality traits, specially surgency, conscientiousness, agreeableness, adjustment, and intellectance (Kleihauer et al., 2013). The researchers determined each of these six women deans utilized a transformational leadership style, which relates to sharing a connection with followers, providing motivation, and seeing the big picture (Kleihauer et al., 2013). Overall, the researchers concluded the six women deans have grown from all of their experiences, both negative and positive, related to their education, career path, and gender discrimination (Kleihauer et al., 2013). Furthermore, the researchers determined “by having the overarching understanding of different leadership styles and gender issues, one has a better understanding of how to attain a leadership role as a dean” (Kleihauer et al., 2013, p. 26).

Each of the studies mentioned above share similarities in their findings. All five studies discussed their participants having to prove themselves as a woman in agriculture because others, both male and female, doubted their abilities to perform such duties in a male dominated field (Mayer, 2001; Seevers & Foster, 2004; Goldberger & Crowe, 2010; Baxter et al., 2011; Kleihauer et al., 2013). The research by Seevers and Foster (2004) and Goldberger and Crowe (2010) discussed women receiving a lower salary than men in the same positions. The stress of trying to balance family and work is a similarity shared in the studies by Mayer (2001), Seevers and Foster (2004), and Baxter et al. (2011). Goldberger and Crowe (2010) and Kleihauer et al. (2013) found an underinvestment in human capital in their research.
Moreover, although there were similarities in these studies, many differences existed as well. Each of these studies researched a different area and position in agriculture including being a woman director in the Cooperative State Research Extension Education Service (Mayer, 2001), being a woman agricultural agent in the Cooperative Extension System (Seevers & Foster, 2004), being a woman at a U.S. land-grant college of agriculture in the agricultural sciences discipline (Goldberger & Crowe, 2010), being a woman high school agricultural teacher (Baxter, et al., 2011), and being a woman dean in agriculture (Kleihauer et al., 2013). Mayer (2001) focused on factors that influenced the women directors’ career path. Seevers and Foster (2004) honed in on profiles of women agricultural agents. Gender inequality at U.S. land-grant colleges of agriculture was studied by Goldberger and Crowe (2010). Baxter et al. (2011) focused on female high school agriculture teachers, and Kleihauer et al., (2013) studied women deans of agriculture. Mayer (2001) noted the women directors found a network of other women in their area to be their mentors and role models while the other studies mentioned women struggled to find a mentor who was female. Goldberger and Crowe (2010) found women publish less books and reports, devote less time to research, and have less connections with the private industry compared to men. In Baxter et al.’s (2011) study, the researchers found that women faced sexism not only from male colleagues but from their students, too. Lastly, Kleihauer et al., (2013) discovered the women deans utilize a transformational leadership style. Therefore, it can be noted there is a gap in the research about women leaders in agriculture so the purpose of this study was to highlight and discuss the backgrounds and success of women leaders in agriculture.
Chapter Three
Methodology/Procedures

Research Design

This study utilized a qualitative research approach and followed a utilitarian (pragmatic) philosophy (Miller & Dagger, 2006). This study sought to understand how women attained their agricultural leadership role. The qualitative approach is justified in that it seeks to understand the phenomenon (Flick, 2014) of women’s attainment of agricultural leadership roles, their backgrounds, and personal journeys. The specific qualitative research design used in this study was a phenomenological approach and utilized the qualitative mode of inquiry (Flick, 2014). This design was utilized in an attempt to achieve access to study participants’ theoretical world to comprehend the meaning of their perceptions of personal experiences (Flick, 2014). Phenomenology permitted for accurate interpretation and explanation of the meaning of the experiences the women in agricultural leadership roles encountered in attaining their leadership roles in agriculture (Creswell, 2013). This study was approved by the University of Tennessee Institutional Review Board (study no. UTK IRB-14-09558 B-XP). Participants consented to the study; see Appendix for the participant consent form. Information was obtained through interviews, observations, and field notes for the researchers to collect an array of data from which themes could be created, interpretations made, and “to secure absolute insight into the . . . essence of whatever is given intuitively in experience” (Morse, 1994, p. 138).

Data Collection

Data collection for this study exploited one to four hour in-depth, semi-structured, audio-taped interviews, and the researcher asked open ended, non-leading questions (Hays & Singh, 2012). The interviews concentrated on exposing the influences, opportunities, and overall
journeys that aided in the growth of each woman and her current role. Additionally, the researchers were participant observers for one to three days in each woman’s leadership environment. A participant observer interacts with the participants in the environment so they can experience the environment like the participant (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). During each field visit, the researchers documented detailed and reflective notes as events and interactions occurred in each woman’s daily routine. This process permitted the researchers to gain adequate knowledge and understanding of the field in addition to sustaining subjectivity of their perceptions of each woman’s experiences (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009).

Additionally, while the interviews utilized a semistructured approach, the interview questions included two sections in which one related to Krumboltz’s (1976) social learning theory of career selection and the other section correlated to Barsh, Cranston, and Craske’s (2008) Centered Leadership Model. The questions were developed by the researchers studying Krumboltz’s (1976) social learning theory of career selection and Barsh, Cranston, & Craske’s (2008) Centered Leadership Model. The questions related to this thesis include Krumboltz’s (1976) social learning theory which are 1) describe your family upbringing, 2) describe your immediate family, 3) describe the road to owning your own agricultural venue or describe the road to obtaining your current position, 4) describe your educational experience, 5) describe events in your life that have altered the direction in your career pursuit, and 6) describe your perceptions of yourself in terms of your leadership and leadership role.

Moreover, the questions associated with the larger study included Barsh, Cranston, and Craske’s (2008) Centered Leadership Model which comprise of 1) what has motivated you to obtain your leadership role?; 2) what advice do you have for future women pursuing a career in agriculture?; 3) describe how you make meaning of your strengths and weaknesses; 4) describe
how you manage your energy so you can be a productive worker/leader/wife/mother/etc.; 5) describe how you keep a positive frame of mind; 6) describe your network relationships and mentorship experiences (both past and present); and 7) describe your philosophy of collaborating with others and your ability to take risks and compare your philosophy with actuality. The questions related to Barsh, Cranston, and Craske’s (2008) Centered Leadership Model will not be reported on in this thesis but were asked in the interviews.

Data Analysis

The in-depth interviews were directly transcribed and analyzed by the researchers in addition to the researchers’ field notes. Data that is directly transcribed helps prevent bias from occurring compared to summarizing the interviews (Hays & Singh, 2012). The data was reviewed through identification of significant statements and components of meaning, establishment of textural and structural descriptions, and distinguishing descriptions that exposed commonalities amongst participants’ experiences (Creswell, 2013). The data were coded and organized into certain categories by the researchers (Hays & Singh, 2012). The process of coding creates new ideas from the data and included recognition among participants’ statements regarding various words, phrases, and events that appeared often, and behavior pattern (Hays & Singh, 2012). Lastly, the process of coding resulted in categorization, which represents the themes and overall essence of the study, and each category that was developed is distinct from one another (Hays & Singh, 2012). The researchers coded, organized the codes into categories, and created overall themes for this study, but essentially decided the data was best understood as individual case studies.

As previously mentioned, this study is a smaller piece of a larger study. The larger study includes data pertaining to the Centered Leadership Model (Barsh, Cranston, & Craske, 2008)
while this smaller study only includes data related to Krumboltz’s (1976) social learning theory of career selection. As this study is a smaller piece of a larger study, the data has been portrayed as individual case studies to better represent the data based on Krumboltz’s (1976) social learning theory, though, the larger study’s data will be represented by themes. According to Creswell (2013), a case study is defined as “the study of an issue explored through one or more cases within a bounded system (i.e., a setting, a context)” (p. 73). Case study research is a qualitative approach using various sources of information including observations and interviews (Creswell, 2013). Lastly, case studies provide a detailed analysis of multiple cases (Creswell, 2013).

**Subjects**

The target population for this study was women in agricultural leadership roles in the United States, and any woman could have been selected. The researchers sought to engage women in agricultural leadership roles from each region of the Continental United States (Northeast, South, Midwest, and West). The criteria for women to be selected to participate in the study involved their background experiences, uniqueness to the agriculture field, the impact they are currently making to agriculture, and their specialty in agriculture. The researchers conducted a World Wide Web search on Google about women in agriculture in each region and utilized the following websites Common Ground, the New York Times, California Women for Agriculture, Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities, Women Winemakers of California, Kansas Agri Women, Kansas Rural Center, Wyoming Women in Ag, Wyoming Cattle Women, Annie’s Project, Johnson County Cattlewomen, South Dakota Women in Ag, South Dakota Agricultural and Rural Leadership, Inc., The Deming Headlight, New York Agri Women, Vermont Women, Vermont Women’s Agricultural Network, Maine Agri-Women,
Maine Women’s Agricultural Network, Maine Farm Bureau, Maine Farmland Trust, Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association, Farm Fresh Rhode Island, Rhode Island Women in Agriculture, Annie’s Project Louisiana, Louisiana Farm Bureau, Louisiana Seafood Board, Louisiana Land Bank, Louisiana Department of Agriculture and Forestry, Louisiana Resource Conservation and Development Council, New Mexico Farm Bureau, New Mexico Cattle Growers’ Association, New Mexico CowBelles, Oregon Women for Ag, OSU Women Farmers Network, Women in Agriculture Conference Washington State, Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association, Texas Farm Bureau, Texas Department of Agriculture, Texas Agri-Women, Minnesota Agri-Women, Minnesota Women, Food, and Agriculture Network, Women’s Environmental Institute, Women’s Agricultural Leadership Conference, University of Nebraska-Lincoln Women in Agriculture, Nebraska Women in Agriculture Conference, Nebraska Department of Agriculture, Iowa Women in Agriculture, Iowa Women in Natural Resources, Purdue Women in Agriculture, Indiana Farm Bureau, Women Changing the Face of Agriculture, Vision for Illinois Agriculture, Missouri Women in Agriculture, Missouri State Fair Women in Agriculture, Pearls of Production Women in Agriculture, Montana Agri-Women, Women Stepping Forward for Agriculture, Montana Women Involved in Farm Economics-WIFE, North Dakota Agri-Women, and The Cattle Business Weekly. Several documents were found that highlighted women in agriculture in addition to specific organizations devoted to women in agriculture who recognize women in the field. Additionally, recommendations were given to the researchers from colleagues in the field of agriculture such as the assistant dean for the college of agriculture, and the researchers had a personal contact for one participant. All of the researched information, which included the women’s involvement with agriculture, their careers and hobbies, a brief biography, and links to their websites, was then compiled and used for both
researchers to compare each woman’s background, uniqueness, impact, specialty in agriculture, region, and expertise. At the closure of this process, both researchers came to an agreement on which women to select as participants. At least two females were selected from each region with 15 women identified based upon their background experiences, uniqueness to the agriculture field, the impact they are currently making to agriculture, and their specialty in agriculture. The selected women were then contacted via email or phone asking them to participate with some participants contacted multiple times. After agreeing to participate, on site visits and interviews were scheduled for one to four days depending on the woman’s availability. Fourteen of the 15 women agreed to participate.

In order to protect the identities of the participants, limited information is provided about each individual in this study. Participant 1 is an agricultural education teacher for grades 7 through 12 and runs a cattle operation. Participant 2 is a grant writer for a nonprofit agricultural organization in addition to volunteering with the local 4-H club and FFA chapter. Participant 3 is a blogger who blogs about agriculture and the family dairy farm as well as volunteers with the local Farm Bureau and 4-H club. Participant 4 is a head wine maker at a winery. Participant 5 is a political leader in agriculture. Participant 6 is a teacher at a community college, avid volunteer with Common Ground and the local Farm Bureau, and runs a row crop operation in addition to blogging about the family farm. Participant 7 is the owner of an agricultural business and the director of a nonprofit organization. Participant 8 is the owner of an agricultural business. Participant 9 is the director of a living laboratory. Participant 10 is the president of an agricultural nonprofit association. Participant 11 is a head wine maker at a winery. Participant 12 is the director of an agricultural business. Participant 13 is in an administrative position at a
college of agriculture. Participant 14 is the associate director for an agricultural organization involved in politics. Table 1 provides an overview of each participant in this study.

**Rigor**

In quantitative research, the terms reliability and validity are used to represent rigor, but in qualitative research, validity is known as trustworthiness (Jones, Torres, & Arminio, 2014). According to Hays and Singh (2012), the essence of validity is “the truthfulness of your findings and conclusions based on maximum opportunity to hear participant voices in a particular context” (p. 192). In the classic work of Lincoln and Guba (1985) on naturalistic inquiry, they described the question of qualitative rigor, “How can an inquirer persuade his or her audiences (including self) that the findings of an inquiry are worth paying attention to, worth taking account of?” (p. 290). To answer this question, Lincoln and Guba (1985) created a four piece model of trustworthiness which includes: (a) truth-value (credibility); (b) applicability (transferability); (c) consistency (dependability); and (d) neutrality (confirmability).

**Credibility.**

Credibility is analogous to internal validity in quantitative research (Hays & Singh, 2012). According to Thomas and Magilvy (2011), credibility in qualitative research is “the element that allows others to recognize the experiences contained within the study through the interpretation of participants’ experiences” (p. 152). Credibility also represents the believability of the study (Hays & Singh, 2012). The criterion credibility is what researchers utilize to discover if the conclusions make sense (Hays & Singh, 2012). The researchers kept a journal throughout the research process, which included thoughts about how the researchers believed the interview would go, how the interview process actually went, how the research was impacting the researcher, and observations about how the researchers’ presence was impacting the
### Table 1

*Overview of Each Participant in This Study*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Current Role(s)</th>
<th>Upbringing</th>
<th>Number of Siblings</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Leadership Tactic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Agricultural education teacher for grades 7 through 12 and runs a cattle operation</td>
<td>Raised on a farm; parents married</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Four young children</td>
<td>Delegation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Grant writer for a nonprofit agricultural organization in addition to volunteering with the local 4-H club and FFA chapter</td>
<td>Raised on a farm; parents married</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Three young children</td>
<td>Team building and being a team player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Blogger who blogs about agriculture and the family dairy farm as well as volunteers with the local Farm Bureau and 4-H club</td>
<td>Raised on a farm; parents married</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Two young children</td>
<td>Leads by example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Current Role(s)</td>
<td>Upbringing</td>
<td>Number of Siblings</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>Leadership Tactic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Head wine maker at a winery</td>
<td>Raised around orchards and citrus; parents married</td>
<td>Only child</td>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>Two grown children</td>
<td>Providing encouragement and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Political leader in agriculture</td>
<td>Raised on a farm; parents married</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Not married</td>
<td>No children</td>
<td>Connecting individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Teacher at a community college, avid volunteer with Common Ground and the local Farm Bureau, and runs a row crop operation in addition to blogging about the family farm</td>
<td>Raised in a large city; parents married</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Five young children</td>
<td>Connecting individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Owner of an agricultural business and the director of a nonprofit organization</td>
<td>Raised on farm; parents married</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Boyfriend</td>
<td>Two young children</td>
<td>Bringing people together</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Current Role(s)</th>
<th>Upbringing</th>
<th>Number of Siblings</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Leadership Tactic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Owner of an agricultural business</td>
<td>Raised around the oil industry; parents married</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Three grown children</td>
<td>Does things others do not want to do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Director of a living laboratory</td>
<td>Raised in the Air Force; moved every year; parents married</td>
<td>Only child</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Four grown children</td>
<td>Providing encouragement and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>President of an agricultural nonprofit association</td>
<td>Raised around citrus; parents married</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Two young children</td>
<td>Being a team player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Head wine maker at a winery</td>
<td>Raised around winery and farm; parents married</td>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Two grown children</td>
<td>Delegating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Director of an agricultural business</td>
<td>Raised hunting mushrooms and hiking; parents married</td>
<td>Only child</td>
<td>Partner</td>
<td>No children</td>
<td>Dominance and assertiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Administrative position at a college of agriculture</td>
<td>Raised around the lake; parents married</td>
<td>Youngest of two</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Two grown children</td>
<td>Providing encouragement and support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Current Role(s)</th>
<th>Upbringing</th>
<th>Number of Siblings</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Leadership Tactic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Associate director for an agricultural organization involved in politics</td>
<td>Raised around grandparents’ melon farm and other grandparents’ ranch; parents married</td>
<td>Youngest of two</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Two young children</td>
<td>Connecting individuals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
participant’s environment. Furthermore, member checking was used to establish credibility of the study (Thomas & Magilvy, 2011). Member checking includes continuing discussion with the research participants to ensure the researchers interpreted the responses correctly and representations of the participants’ experiences are precise (Thomas & Magilvy, 2011).

Furthermore, triangulation is a strategy for improving the trustworthiness of research using various procedures of evidence (Hays & Singh, 2012). Triangulation can be conducted through the utilization of data sources, investigators, unit of analysis, data methods, and theoretical perspectives (Hays & Singh, 2012). Triangulation was present by using multiple data sources since 14 different women leaders in agriculture were selected as participants of this study (Hays & Singh, 2012). The researchers in this study utilized investigator triangulation throughout the data collection and data analysis process to collect the interview data and analyze the interviews, interview transcriptions, the coding process, and the development of the findings (Hays & Singh, 2012). Finally, triangulation of data methods was used via individual interviews and observations of participants in their environment (Hays & Singh, 2012). Also, Hays and Singh (2012) asserted that peer debriefing assists with the strength of a study’s credibility in which the researchers utilized peer debriefing with the recorded interviews, written transcriptions, handwritten notes, and journal entries. The main goal in peer debriefing is “to understand the influence of the researcher on a study” (Hays & Singh, 2012, p. 152).

Transferability.

Equivalent to external validity in quantitative research is transferability (Hays & Singh, 2012). Transferability is how an individual may determine if the findings of one study can be applied to other contexts or subjects (Hays & Singh, 2012). In this study, transferability was established through the use of interviews, related literature, and a reflexive journal to confirm
consistency amongst sources. Additionally, a thick description of the studied population was provided (Thomas & Magilvy, 2011). Moreover, the researcher presented distinct descriptions of the study’s procedures, interview results, and conclusions.

**Dependability.**

Dependability is related to reliability in quantitative research (Hays & Singh, 2012) and is present “when another researcher can follow the decision trail used by the researcher” (Thomas & Magilvy, 2011). The researcher utilized a faculty member with expertise in qualitative research, who is familiar with the study’s content and intricacy, to search for consistency throughout participant responses, the researcher observations, notes, and conclusions. In addition, the faculty member confirmed that researcher biases did not modify the results of the study. The faculty member also coded the data, and upon completion of coding, the faculty member and researcher compared codes, created themes, and agreed the data would be best represented as individual cases so the themes were woven into cases. Furthermore, the study’s research methods were explained in detail (Thomas & Magilvy, 2011).

**Confirmability.**

Similar to objectivity in quantitative research, confirmability is present when the findings are connected to the data and analysis (Hays & Singh, 2012). Thomas and Magilvy (2011) stated “qualitative research must be reflective, maintaining a sense of awareness and openness to the study and unfolding results” (p. 154). Reflexivity is related to construct validity in quantitative research (Thomas & Magilvy, 2011). Additionally, reflexivity requires the researcher to be aware of one’s own thoughts and presumptions and how they affect the research (Thomas & Magilvy, 2011). The audit trail for this study began with reviewing the recorded interviews of each participant by listening to the entire interview before transcribing the data. The interview
data was then transcribed word for word into a separate word document for each participant. Upon completion of the interview transcriptions, the participants reviewed the transcriptions to ensure accurate representations of their experiences were present. In addition to member checking, the researchers kept a journal of thoughts about presumptions and insights before and after the interviews as well as observations of the participants and their environments. The interview transcriptions were open-coded to discover the main concepts and categories then axial coding was utilized to ensure the created codes answered the interview questions and to investigate how the concepts and categories related to each other (Hays & Singh, 2012). After each interview transcription was coded by both researchers, the researchers compared notes and codes to validate the discovered codes (Hays & Singh, 2012). The researchers developed a concept map that aligned with the interview questions and developed codes (Hays & Singh, 2012). The findings about each interview participant was then written based upon the developed concept map (Hays & Singh, 2012). During the writing phase of the findings, the researchers decided to change the findings from having a specific order about the participants to writing the participant’s journeys in the order that represented their story best.

**Researcher bias.**

Before beginning the study, the researchers identified personal qualities they acquired which could impact their relationship with the participants and environment of the study. The researchers hold a strong passion for the field of agriculture and the individuals working in the field of agriculture as both researchers were raised on a farm, and one researcher is pursuing an agricultural degree. The participant’s impact in agriculture, how they have attained their current role, and their leadership may have more focus due to the researchers’ strong interest in agriculture. Additionally, the researchers are female and hold moderate feminist beliefs. The
researchers take special interest in stories of how women overcome the challenges presented in fields such as agriculture while still managing the various roles she serves such as leader, wife, and mother. The interview questions may be influenced by asking participants how they attained their leadership role and how they manage their energy in the multiple roles they serve.

Prior to the study and during the collection of data, the researchers reflected on her biases of the research and presumptions of the study’s outcomes in order to maintain a neutral viewpoint. The researchers reflected on the personal presumptions before contact with the participants and after each moment of contact with participants. However, when analyzing the data, the researchers’ personal impressions of the participant may have influenced the meaning of the responses. Furthermore, the researchers structured the research questions in a way to avoid leading or guiding the participant’s responses in a particular direction.
Chapter Four

Results

Introduction

In this section, each participant’s journey is provided in detail. Based upon Krumboltz’s (1976) social learning theory of career selection, these six areas will be discussed about each participant: background, current family dynamics, career path, personality, connection, and leadership. Since each participant’s journey is specific to them, the six areas are not discussed in a particular order but rather the order that best shares their journey.

Participant 1

Participant 1 was raised on a farm with chickens, rabbits, dairy cattle, goats, and sheep. Her father was heavily involved in 4-H when he was young so he pushed for his children to be involved as well. Participant 1 thoroughly enjoyed her 4-H experience, showing animals at the fair with her younger sister, and working on a dairy farm. Participant 1 stated, “My work ethic, my agriculture drive came from my father’s influence and just my love of being outside and animals and all instilled to where I am.” Her dad taught her the value of taking care of things and helping out when needed while her mother always encouraged her to do her best and provided support in all her endeavors.

After graduating high school, Participant 1 attended college to become an agricultural teacher. During her junior year of college, she married her husband who was a farmer. Participant 1’s career path began as the town maintenance person and then became a feed mill manager and saleswoman. Being married to a farmer who worked 80 hours a week, she soon realized with both of their jobs demanding so much of them that having children was not an
option unless she pursued another career path so she accepted a high school agriculture teaching position. Participant 1 reflected back on the influence her fifth grade teacher had on her becoming a teacher,

    I remember in 5th grade I had a teacher that I would always do projects by myself and stand up and present, and she always encouraged me and said I had a knack for that. I always helped her up to 7th and 8th grade. I would go back and help correct papers.

Additionally, while in high school during Future Farmers of America (FFA) week, she would teach elementary students about milking cows, “I remember their faces touching warm milk when it came out of the cow, and they had no idea. That was fun for me to be able to teach and explain so that is where my advocacy started.” She has now been teaching high school agriculture for 10 years and enjoys sharing her passion for agriculture with her students.

Moreover, Participant 1 acknowledges she has a closer relationship to her students than other teachers in subjects like English or Math due to the amount of time spent traveling to FFA events, the hands-on work, and the Supervised Agricultural Experiences (SAEs). When she began teaching, she would take her young children with her whenever she could. Participant 1 stated, “The kids were here all the time, and it worked out, but you got two or three and that just is not an option.” She now attempts to better balance herself between school and home, “I just have to leave between 4:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. My goal is always to leave by 4:30 p.m. Sometimes it is later than that, and I just have to go, leave my computer and go.” Through her attempts of achieving that balance, she mentioned, “I cannot say that I manage because I am always behind here and at home. We are constantly playing catch up.” Due to her vast amount of time spent with her students, she often feels guilty for not being home with her family.
Participant 1 stated, “I really am trusting in God right now to keep me calm and to keep me balanced. I guess that is the only thing I can do and not be so hard on myself.”

In addition, she is involved with a mom network of young staff at the school who have children around the same age and an aggie mom network of agricultural teachers who are mothers and need support and encouragement when they feel guilty for not being home with their children. Additionally, Participant 1 has other networking relationships such as the [State] agricultural teachers. Looking back, Participant 1’s grandmother was her mentor before she passed away because of her strong passion for agriculture and life. In 4-H, she found a mentor who provided her with a bond through agriculture and the importance of advocating. Also, when Participant 1 was an FFA state officer, her executive secretary mentored her by making her reflect and understand what she should do in life. During her student teaching, her cooperating teacher provided her with the encouragement and positivity she needed since she was a newlywed and still in college.

Now, her, her husband, and their four children live on 2000 acres with approximately 1000 cattle, while instilling their values of responsibility, passion for agriculture, and work ethic into their children. Participant 1 noted the importance of having a happy home, support, and open communication with her husband. Participant 1 also values serving God and revealed, “God says you must use your talents so I am using my teaching talents to teach agriculture, to teach about God, and to teach at home.”

Through the course of her experiences, Participant 1 has learned to lead by being a delegator. She leads by bringing together a group of individuals and assigning each of them their task to complete in order to meet the goal of the group. While advising her group of FFA
officers, she notes that her leadership style is “to help and advise you and to keep you in the rights and wrongs . . . and keep you accountable . . . when you guys plan something, I am not gonna do it for you.”

**Participant 2**

Participant 2 was raised on a 500 acre, row crop farm with cattle and hogs and enjoyed the days of riding on the tractor with her dad who was easy to talk to, good hearted, generous, and faithful. She grew up in 4-H and FFA showing livestock. Saturdays were spent at the sale barn enjoying a candy bar and pop and then visiting their grandfather once the sale was finished. While her dad worked on the farm, her mother worked at the local Co-op as the bookkeeper interacting with the local farmers. Participant 2’s mother was book smart, an entrepreneur, and attracted people with her visions. Due to the farm not making enough money, her father worked as a medical nurse at night and then would come home and work on the farm during the day. During high school, Participant 2’s parents sold the farm but kept a small portion of the land. Her mother had a vision for greenhouses so her parents decided to open their greenhouse and corn maze business, which succeeded for about 10 years before her mother was diagnosed with cancer. They kept the business until it was too much to handle along with the cancer. Her mother passed away, and now they host a 5K run every year through the farm to carry on her mother’s legacy. Participant 2 mentioned, “When she passed away, instead of sending flowers, we planted trees. There are trees all over, and my kids say those are our Nana [mother] trees and people will post pictures and say hey look at our Nana [mother] trees.”

With her experience in 4-H, FFA, and being raised on a farm, Participant 2 had the confidence and work ethic she needed to complete a bachelor’s and master’s degree in
agricultural education. During college, Participant 2 met her husband, who did not want to return to the farm but wanted to work in agriculture. Participant 2’s career path began with teaching high school agriculture for one and a half years until her husband decided he wanted to obtain a Ph.D. from a university in another state. When they moved, Participant 2 decided to obtain a master’s degree and worked for a company writing curriculum. Upon completion of her master’s, she worked with the Cooperative Extension Service in the Junior Master Gardener Program training teachers how to use the curriculum for including gardening in the classroom. After her husband graduated and found a job in another state, they moved. In between having more children and not being certified to teach in the state, Participant 2 decided to volunteer as a Master Gardener so she began writing grants for community school gardens. She revealed, “When I do a school garden, it is a legacy to my mom.” Moreover, she then accepted a part time position writing a gardening blog. From there, her role evolved into managing a program that awards students who use the organization’s soil science curriculum to teach others. Although it is part time, Participant 2 enjoys being able to be engaged in agricultural education and have a flexible schedule to care for her family, too.

Participant 2 strives to use her strengths to improve situations for other people while she also tends to be a people pleaser. She has learned it is far more important “to please God than it is to please man.” As an extrovert, she enjoys being around people so she volunteers. She wants to provide the children in her community with opportunities they have not had before, and she believes she is doing this through grant writing for the school gardens and local FFA program(s). Her passion for agriculture is apparent, “Agriculture is the number one employer, and we are doing a disservice to our students if we are not providing it in the high school.” Participant 2 also believes, “We are supposed to be like Jesus and supposed to serve others, and I want to
serve others where my kids are.” So she utilizes her strengths at the school, church, home, and community.

Now, her, her husband, and their three children live on eight acres in a small, farming community sharing their values of work ethic and passion for agriculture with their children. Participant 2 has the support she needs from her husband to serve the field of agriculture by helping other people. She stated,

None of this would be possible if [husband] did not have a good job. So he is really the breadwinner, and he is the one that allows this to happen. I have to give him a lot of credit. He is like ‘I do not care what you do as long as you are taking care of the kids. If you want a full time job, go get a full time job, but I do not think you are going to be happy with that because you want to help other people, and if you are working, you cannot help other people.’

She noted her networking relationships have been easier to build in the different states they have moved to because of her involvement with 4-H and FFA. She also enjoys her part time employment because it allows her the time to mentor and assist the new, local agricultural teacher. Participant 2 acknowledges her strengths of working as a team player and building a vision with a group of people, like her mother. She stated,

I realize that it is important to be a team player and build a vision with several people rather than just myself because if I come in and tell you about a garden, well that is a great idea . . . But by not coming in and telling them how to do it but asking them questions and building their vision I think that is why we have had success.

Additionally, she recognizes she has the ability to help make opposing people work together and understand the common goal. In doing so, she notes, “I would rather help somebody and not
take the lead on it and be in the background. I do not want credit for things. I just want to be a helper. Make whatever you are doing stronger.”

**Participant 3**

Participant 3 grew up as the middle child on five acres of land raising flower and vegetable gardens with a stay–at–home mother and a father who worked as a ground’s keeper. Her parents were immigrants from Brazil so they were extremely happy with their three girls and a small piece of land in the United States. Upon completion of high school, Participant 3 attended cosmetology school to become a hair dresser. She owned her own salon for seven years and then became an independent contractor. Participant 3 stated, “So right when I was pregnant with [son] is when I kind of retired from doing hair. We figured you know we can do this, I can be a stay–at–home mom.”

Participant 3’s husband is a fourth generation dairy farmer, and they live on the family dairy farm with their two children. She is thankful for her children being raised on a farm to teach them important skills such as responsibility and work ethic. Participant 3 enjoys being a stay–at–home mom, “It is great that I am here to help cart them back and forth, raise the kids, and you know do all that stuff.”

Participant 3 married into a farming family, and through her husband’s influence, she decided to become involved in her own way. Furthermore, her and her husband discussed the importance of using social media in the agriculture industry to combat the negativity often faced by farmers. Participant 3 started her own blog about the dairy industry to promote agriculture. She stated, “My mission was to educate about the dairy industry . . . because there was a lot of misconceptions about the dairy industry on TV and in several written documents.” Her blog
includes written pieces about the farm, what the day-to-day operations are on the farm, and her volunteering experiences with agriculture groups. While writing blogposts about the calves, Participant 3 mentioned her experiences at the calf barn, “I will go down to the calf barn sometimes, and that bull always finds me. I swear to God that bull is always there, and you know he just sits there and stares at me, and I am like terrified.”

Participant 3 is an extrovert, and she mentioned, “I just love to socialize so I am always out there wanting to meet new people and new friends and share everything.” Since she enjoys socializing, beginning the blog seemed to be an easy process for her. She had two mentors who assisted her with getting involved in agriculture events and conferences. When she started out, she stated, “I remember going on to [mentor]’s Facebook page, and I saw the names he was friends with, and I just friended every single person. Like 500 of them. And I did not know who they were.” Participant 3 also had two female mentors who invited her to important blogging conferences, equipped her with a wealth of information, and provided her with advice when she needed it. During some of the blogging conferences where she is surrounded by non-agriculture individuals, she is sure to share information and answer questions about agriculture and specifically, the dairy industry. Moreover, Participant 3 emphasized how much support she has received from those in the dairy, agriculture, and blogging communities. Furthermore, she highlighted, “The dairy community is great, the whole agriculture community really is so supportive and a great community.” In addition, to the agriculture community connections, Participant 3 mentioned, “I feel like we have a team of social media, and we all know each other through social media. We could count on each other not just our little, small community here where we live but across the United States.”
Lastly, Participant 3 commented about her leadership style as, “I just kind of go with the flow really.” She noted she has a specific end goal in mind such as a lesson or objectives when she is teaching a topic to a group of individuals. Moreover, Participant 3 is an advocate for agriculture and the dairy industry, and she supports that through blogging, volunteering, and attending blogging conferences to share her passion about the industry. In addition, her personality allows her to easily engage with individuals “I just love to socialize so I am always out there wanting to meet new people and new friends and share everything.”

**Participant 4**

Participant 4 was raised around orchards and citrus where she recalls picking the fruit off the trees and enjoying the smells and taste. She attended a private girl’s high school where they had a strong science program that she was heavily interested in. Additionally, her best childhood memory is with her grandmother and baking to see what the end product would taste like. She believes she was born to be a sensory analyst of some sort. Her father was a mechanical engineer who worked around wineries, and he would bring her with him, which she thoroughly enjoyed. During the summer months of her college career, she searched for part-time jobs and ended up working in wineries. She began studying chemistry but changed her major to enology. Presently, she is the head winemaker at a winery and fully devotes her time to the wine since her two children are now grown.

Participant 4 began her career during those summer months of college, but eventually was able to work in the laboratory where they offered her a job after she graduated from college. She worked in the laboratory for a few years, then decided to leave to raise her children, and the winery inquired about her returning. After a few years, Participant 4 accepted a new enologist
job. She was eventually promoted to assistant winemaker then 10 years later she assumed the head winemaker position, which she has held for 15 years.

Participant 4 is dedicated to quality and pays close attention to detail no matter what she is doing, which is why she has been so successful in the wine industry. Her fine attention to detail can be attributed to her father as he was a mechanical engineer. Additionally, she enjoys complex situations and revealed her strong passion for winemaking.

I am very involved. I watch every single step, and the way it works is that I develop a plan every season, every year for exactly how I want the fruit handled when it reaches the winery. So that is detailing how it is pressed, how it is crushed, what tanks it goes into, tank fermentation temperatures, yeast, and then barrel profiles, which is really big, and so I oversee all of that.

Participant 4 focuses on her individual achievements to be successful in the winemaking industry. At times, Participant 4 finds herself overwhelmed due to taking on too many tasks, but she has learned to prioritize and things fall into place. She truly enjoys dedicating her time to creating a product people will enjoy. Participant 4 stated, “The feeling that you are contributing a lot to make a final product that people enjoy makes is very rewarding.”

Throughout her career in the wine industry, Participant 4 has developed many relationships through networking and with mentors. She emphasized, “This is a pretty transparent industry where we all share a lot of information, and we try to remain very open to everything and everyone’s input.” Participant 4 is involved with a technical wine group, and they meet each month to discuss the wine industry. In addition, she is involved with a women’s wine group where they discuss such topics as wine, leadership, and management. When she first began her career, there was a female head enologist who she enjoyed working alongside at the
time and learning from. She also worked with an older winemaker who, “mentored me with showing how blending happened with different varietals and creating a blend and that was fascinating, and I loved that.” Additionally, Participant 4 developed a strong connection with the woman she met when she first returned to work after having her children who introduced Participant 4 to her husband, and she still works for him to this day. Though mentoring others outside of the winery is a conflict of interest, Participant 4 is sure to mentor those working with her at the winery and, “our assistant winemaker who has been here for 10 years, we work very closely together, and I have mentored her, and she has come a long way.”

During the past 30 years of working at the winery, Participant 4 has learned it is important to provide encouragement, give feedback, and be a cheerleader for her team. In addition, “I am very straight forward and direct and want to get things done the right way.” Also, when she began her career, she worked with professionals who had been there for many years, and “I was impressed how they lead with their professionalism and being very direct.” Through her commitment to quality, attention to detail, and leadership of the winery, Participant 4 revealed, “I am kind of obsessed by quality and to see my obsessions fulfilled with a high quality product is very rewarding . . . but really to see a quality product that everyone enjoys and to be recognized.”

**Participant 5**

Participant 5 grew up on a burley tobacco, fescue seed, and beef cattle farm that has been in their family since before [state] became a state. She spent countless hours with her father and grandfather on the farm, who was her hero. After her grandfather passed, her grandmother became more active in her life on the farm and influenced her passion for agriculture.
Participant 5 revealed, “My mother, on the other hand, was not so much into the farm life but was very instrumental in all of our lives from an educational standpoint and pushing that we needed to go on to school after high school.” Participant 5’s mother encouraged her children to obtain a college degree because she was the first in her family to achieve a college degree. After high school, Participant 5 attended college and studied agricultural education. She eventually obtained a master’s degree in agricultural education, too.

Participant 5’s career path began as a high school agriculture teacher, which she did for one year because she was offered an opportunity to obtain her master’s degree. She then accepted a position as communications intern with an agricultural company where she was then moved to communications public policy, and finally was registered as a lobbyist. Part of her career was spent lobbying one half of the year and the other half working with an agricultural program for elementary students. Participant 5 is still with the same company today but holds more of an administrative position. She explained,

what I do during the day is in the hallways catching the lawmakers to talk to them as they walk from one meeting to the next about bills that we are interested in so you have to get very good at explaining a bill in about less than a minute a lot of times. That is why it is crucial.

During her career on farm visits with other males, Participant 5 described a common situation where,

I would run into a situation where the farmer would say you know we [men] will go out to my cows, we will go to the dairy barn or whatever. My wife’s got some nice quilts in there that she would love to show you.
Participant 5 learned how to adapt and mentioned, “As I aged, I realized there was a plus to that too, and I could learn a lot from the women as I looked at the quilts and figure out how to catch up with the guys later.” She realized the more they got to know her they began to respect her and believe she understood the issues at hand. In addition, Participant 5 thrives on seeking knowledge, and each morning as she walks five miles on the treadmill, she mentioned, “I will listen to Agro talk and ag news of the day . . . I also turn the television on the treadmill I am on and each television beside me so I can watch [three different channels].” Moreover, Participant 5 mentioned, “I probably spend more time studying late at night than a lot of people would.”

Participant 5 enjoys the connection she has between her friends and family. Although her parents and two siblings live farther away, one brother lives in the same town. She explained, “So I have watched his kids grow up, and they have always been super good to me because not a week has gone by that I did not eat dinner with them at least one night a week.” Additionally, a lifelong friend shares her grandchildren. Participant 5 mentioned, “It is kind of funny because her grandkids for the longest have thought that I was kin to them some way or another . . .”

Participant 5 realized she has more of an introverted personality because she recognized it takes energy from her to interact with individuals who are extroverted. In recognizing her introverted style, she noted, “I hope that my style makes other people comfortable when I am around them.” Additionally, when discussing those in supervisory roles, she stated, “I just want to say that is not what is going to make them do a good job, scaring and forcing them but making them feel like what they are doing is important and appreciated.”

Participant 5 understands the value of creating meaningful relationships so when a new lawmaker is elected, she is sure to set up a breakfast or lunch meeting with them, a few farmers,
and herself to really get to know them and teach them about the organization. In addition, she mentioned, “and know that I lobby for that group of farmers and they know me, and I know them. That is what really makes us different from other lobbyist.” Furthermore, Participant 5 has certainly had mentors throughout her life who have encouraged and supported her. One male mentor told her, “Do not spend too much time with negative people. That does not mean you cannot be nice to them, but do not spend a lot of time with them,” so she attempts to surround herself with positive people.

Participant 5 recognizes the impact of having a mentor so she is sure to be a mentor to others, including males and females. She enjoys knowing their goals for life and mentioned “the girls kind of separate and I want to do this, this, and this as far as career is concerned or I might want to get married and raise a family.” She said the males never separate their career goals from their family goals. Participant 5 stated, “I cannot think of a single guy who I have ever mentored or had that conversation with describe this perfect dream job and then add to it and of course I want to get married and have a family.” Moreover, Participant 5 tries to encourage the females who tend to separate the two and tell them they can do both.

Participant 5 enjoys leading through encouragement and making others feel comfortable in situations such as when they may be timid. Although her job requires her to be aggressive at times when working with legislative agendas, Participant 5 revealed, “Non-confrontational. I am laid back a little bit. I am not a naturally aggressive person.” Additionally, she leads through connecting individuals and helping them work together to achieve a common goal. Regarding those individuals she works with, she stated, “Just having a good network of all of us that are working with the same goal in mind.” Participant 5 values the farmers she works with and appreciates their opinions and thoughts about the bills being discussed. She mentioned, “I just
do not want to let the people down that I work for and work with. When I say work for and work with, I am talking about the farmers.” In addition, farmers have told her they do not know what they would do without her and she thinks, “It is kind of like okay it matters, and that is important.”

Participant 6

Participant 6 was raised with her two sisters in a larger sized city in a suburban area where everything she needed was only minutes away. Her mother and father both worked full time jobs with her father working a second job, too. She recalls all the times they wasted so much food because they were too lazy to prepare it because, “everything was very convenient, it was fast, and at our fingertips.” Participant 6 was involved with Girl Scouts for a short time, t-ball, and gymnastics as well as ice skating in the winter months. She recalls, “I always saw my parents trying to figure out where they wanted to fit in. They had good jobs, they were always loving, but they just did not have that circle of involvement.” So after graduating high school, she attended college majoring in elementary education. While at college, she met her husband who was from a farming family, and he planned to return to the farm after graduation. Currently, her husband and their five children live on their farm growing row crops and livestock, and they utilize the livestock to teach their children about responsibility, animal husbandry, work ethic, and business.

Participant 6’s career path began after college when she moved to the small town where the farm is located. She was a teacher’s aide for high school special needs classes at the local school, which was an eye opening, rewarding experience for her. Once the farm began to grow and she had children, she decided to stay home to raise the children and help out on the farm.
Her involvement on the farm includes, “general dialogue about what variety we are planting, what are the pressures we have whether it be weeds or insects, training, just general everyday conversation, whether it be machinery that needs to be upgraded or things like that.” She also places orders for machinery, seeds, fertilizer, and other items needed on the farm. Also, Participant 6 realized she had a strong passion for agriculture and wanted to do more to advocate so she is now involved with the local Farm Bureau, volunteers with the local 4-H club, does various other community outreach, writes a blog to educate about their farm and agriculture, and teaches a couple of leadership and communication classes at the local community college.

Participant 6 remembered how her parents were always trying to find a way to be involved and that influenced her decision to become so involved in her community with local organizations. Furthermore, she speaks to groups about her journey from living in the city to moving to a farm that she calls “from city lights to prairie nights.” In addition, she writes a blog about her journey, the family farm, and advocates for agriculture. Moreover, she enjoys blogging to provide an outlet for others to communicate.

Participant 6 realizes the importance of reflection of oneself. She has learned to analyze the situation or task at hand and reflects on her daily decisions to determine if what she is engaged in is assisting their farm, family, or her faith for the better. Participant 6 revealed, “I have to step back and say is this the right thing for me? . . . Reflection is definitely a huge piece of that. How do I use my strengths to make our farm, family, and faith better?” She takes time to pray and reflect on what she learns from her time spent with God. She mentioned her motivation for accomplishing things is that, “I always just get up every day and do what needs to get done. . . It is not something that I just say alright who is watching.” With laughter, she claimed she is “an introvert that is forced to be an extrovert but given my role as a teacher and
my passions that I have, I have to put on a different jacket and step out of the house.” Likewise, she values her personal privacy and privacy of the farm. Additionally, her personal experience of realizing you have to work to accomplish things is a value she tries to instill into her children through them raising livestock and being on the farm.

Through her involvement with local organizations, Participant 6 values the connections she has made. Additionally, she has been mentored along the way, which has aided in her success. Her mentors provided her with framework and positive reinforcement so she would be successful but still struggle enough to learn something. She recalled, “Sometimes I think that those mentors, the best ones I have ever had, have been the harshest but have had the deepest level of belief in what I am able to do.” With realizing the importance of having a mentor, she mentors others by believing in them and helping them problem solve through their experiences. Additionally, she believes having an expectation for her mentees is important to assist them in carrying out their goal.

Through Participant 6’s experiences, she has learned that leading as a “gentle giant” is the best approach for her. Additionally, she notes she is resourceful and confident but quiet. Participant 6 commented about her resourcefulness, “I can point people to people who would know, or I can find you a resource and get back to you.” In addition, she stated, “I am not trying to be that in your face person.” Participant 6 also reiterates that in order to be a leader, you must be a good listener and recognize your own strengths and weaknesses. She realizes the most important thing is to help the next generation and her peers become leaders because everyone is a leader in some aspect. Additionally, she revealed, “because if they are not leading regardless of what industry or what their personal beliefs are, then someone else is going to step up and lead for them.”
Participant 7 was raised in a small town on a llama farm along with other animals such as ducks, geese, chickens, oyster, turtles, cats, and dogs next to her grandparent’s dairy farm. Her mother was creative with marketing techniques while her dad was able to bring people together and had the charisma to make their llama farm operate appropriately. The farm life in a small town, along with her parents’ values, impacted her strong work ethic, self-reliance, the understanding of what it takes to accomplish a task, comradery, and the importance of humanity and traditional agriculture skills. She stated, “For me, it is all about the humanity, and that we need each other, and that there is strength in our togetherness.” Participant 7 enjoyed growing up around the llama industry where they would attend llama conferences and meet and connect with the other kids who had llamas. She was also involved with FFA at her high school where they had livestock, a large greenhouse, and a Christmas tree program.

After high school graduation, she attended college to study environmental science and became involved in outdoor education. Once she graduated college, she worked with an organization taking students in the backcountry to teach leadership through outdoor activities such as canoeing, backpacking, and rock climbing. The students who attended those trips were from the urban areas and had never been into the woods. She stated, “I just figured I cannot solve all the environmental problems of the world, but I can get kids out here to understand why we need to appreciate it and enjoy it.” After working with the organization for five years, she traveled to Belize for two months to work on a farm. Participant 7 also led trail crews across the United States, and during her last couple of trips, she was getting tired of wearing men’s Carhart pants. She mentioned, “I have got some hips and curves . . . and they do not fit into square pants, and it is not pretty any way you look at it.” She had been wearing her dad’s hand-me-downs and
sewing on patches and using duct tape when needed. She decided to contact some companies and request for them to make women’s work pants, but no one seemed to be interested. This fueled her desire to start her own company geared towards making work pants for women.

At age 25, she decided she would start her own company for women’s work wear. Although she had no business, marketing, management, or apparel experience or education, she knew she had the creativity and marketing skills, as well as the ability to bring people together, to be successful. Participant 7 revealed, “I knew I had a pretty good skillset of a more creative side and marketing and the ability to bring people together in a way that has proven very valuable.”

She began by reading a small business for dummies book, and while reading at a coffee shop, a guy who was over production and design for Patagonia began talking to her, giving her advice, and shared his business card with her. They met a week later, and he “gave me loads of contacts and advice and was like [Participant 7] I think you are onto something big here, I think you need to move on this now.” He has served as a phenomenal mentor for her.

Before the company began, Participant 7 worked various jobs “I got a job working on the floor of a backpack company sewing packs just to see what the production side was, and then I was grooming ski trails and then peeling logs you know for like log homes.” After a year of learning about her business, she decided to find a small, authentic, agriculture town for her store front, and she found a saddle shop in a town a few hours away. When deciding on the name for her women’s work wear, she asked a biologist what he knew about ants and he responded, “Well in an ant colony, the female ants do all the work.” She replied, “Come on you are making that shit up like that is too perfect.” In addition to the women’s work wear, Participant 7 started an annual music festival as a non-profit organization in an effort to bring her community together.
The festival brings people together from all over the country and includes music with hands-on, skill based workshops for women such as a chainsaw workshop, timber skills, bison hide tanning, and ranch roping. In the first year, there were over 6,000 people who attended the festival from around the country, and today, it brings in over 14,000 people. Participant 7 has the great ability to bring people together. She mentioned, “It is this leadership for being able to bring other people into the project and have them be willing to bust their butt and bend over backwards on everything. It is the human component that has made it work.”

Participant 7 started honing her leading abilities during high school through starting the volleyball team at school, being captain of sports team, president of her class, and she realized people were listening to her. She was also involved with her local FFA chapter where she competed in public speaking contests. Participant 7 mentioned, “I do keynotes around the nation, and it started with FFA. I mean there are so many great elements to those programs. As she became older, she was involved in civic organizations, taking roles in the chamber, and being involved with the EMT squad. Participant 7 expressed, “I find myself in a role where people are paying attention and they are listening . . . and I need to learn to use that really intentionally and appropriately.” She realized that she is a person who has the ability to start projects but does not have enough time or energy to execute them, but other people want to help carry it out.

Participant 7 revealed,

To me, it is envisioning and creating this energy and getting people excited about something and let us have a 14,000 person music festival in a cow pasture out in the middle of nowhere. Come on guys, this is going to be great! And then they do, they show up.
Although, sometimes she tends to have a hard time asking for help because she wants to see everything succeed. Participant 7 mentioned, “I cannot do it alone so I have been forced to ask for a lot of help, which has been a good growing experience, and I can pick and choose where I want the help and where I do not.” Moreover, she enjoys pleasing other individuals so she tends to care for herself last, which has caused her to have a few health issues. She revealed, “Often, women, we take care of everyone else around us, and then if there is time, we will think about taking care of ourselves, and that is a problem. So I am working on that.”

Furthermore, Participant 7’s other influential mentors introduced her to more people who really believed in her. Her mentor helped her set a price point and choose a manufacturing center. In addition, another male mentor helped her with finding a factory in the United States and provided her the emotional support she needed. She admitted, “It is funny that most of my mentors from business are male.” She realized she does not have any strong female mentors, excluding her mother and grandmother who serve as her role models. At this point, she confessed, “I do not have strong mentors at this point. . . I have really great friends and resources but not like a mentor per say. I do not have an older wise woman helping me along.” Participant 7 realizes how important having mentors is so she takes the time to mentor others as often as possible. She stated, “I get requests all the time, and I take them as often as possible at least a couple a week from gals who are starting out in business or just want to pick my brain for how to do this.” Through guest speaking, she has had high school girls work for her during the summer, and she notes the important relationships that she has established. She stated, “It is an honor, certainly, that people are looking to find inspiration or wisdom or advice. It is also like feeling like it is all of our responsibility too you know because we have been helped up so turn around and help the next gal up.”
When she moved to the small town to open her store front, she believed, “There is going to be this great cowboy, and he is going to have a ranch, and he is going to want a wife.” After 10 years passed, she met her current boyfriend, who had been a customer for many years. They now live on a farm with his two children and their dogs. Participant 7 explained the importance of making time for the two of them and family weekends. It can be seen that Participant 7 has been a very successful female in the agriculture industry. She stated, “It is just amazing how things come beautifully full circle.”

**Participant 8**

Participant 8 faced some challenges during her upbringing due to her father working in the oil field that left the family poor when the oil field bust. Her and her three siblings had their own jobs to provide money for the family. Participant 8’s parents had her at a young age, and her father often drank. He would belittle her mother, and in those moments, Participant 8 mentioned, “it made me run the other way and be a really independent person so I took to school and just wanted to get an education because some kind of way I was getting out of there.” On one occurrence, he told her he never wanted her and so she remarked, “no problem, I am out of here.” She then lived with her aunt and uncle before graduating high school. Participant 8 was dating her husband at the time and was planning to sign up for the Air Force. Her husband had then asked her to marry him, and based on her parent’s relationship, she knew she wanted a companion who would complement her and not make her dependent on him.

Furthermore, her husband was involved in the seafood industry and owned a shrimp dock so she began working with the family business. In the beginning, her husband would spend 300 days out of the year on the water trawling with her two sons, and she mentioned, “I worked with
my daughter in a snuglee on my chest, and I was selling shrimp. There were times she was playing with her coloring books so she has been through all of this.” Participant 8 would travel two hours from their home with a boat and then take the boat on the water to meet her husband with the shrimp. She mentioned the boat would “hold about 50 ice chests with about 50 pounds in each ice chest.” She would take the boat back to the vehicle, drive back home, and sell the fresh shrimp. Her and her husband made many plans for buying new boats for trawling and even had a processing plant that began in their backyard. She claims you have to be able to work well together in order to be successful, and her and her husband work well together because “[husband] is my strength where I am weak, and I am his strength where he is weak.” Moreover, she also mentioned, “I do not do stupid. Also, I am a pretty blunt person so if you say something towards me, I am going to confront you where my husband probably has more finesse than me.” Additionally, she knows “God opened many, many doors for us,” while she prayed about the challenges they faced. Currently, Participant 8 and her husband run their shrimp dock by offloading other boats and their own, operating a supply house, and running their retail shop. She has a daughter, two sons, and spends many hours assisting with the grandchildren. Participant 8 is involved with support groups for moms, and she mentioned, “When other people are praying for you, you feel a sense of people.”

Despite the many adversities Participant 8 has faced throughout her lifetime, her leadership and faith in God has prevailed. Her children were raised in church and attended a private Christian school. She mentioned, “God works in mysterious ways. I do not care what anybody says let me tell you. The doors that have opened for us have been phenomenal.” While her two sons have faced their own challenges, Participant 8 has stepped in to raise her grandchildren while still running the seafood operations. Participant 8 mentioned, “I am just
praying. That is all I have got.” At times, she struggles with her role, “I do not get to be grandma so much as I have to be mom and dad.” Throughout her life, Participant 8 has learned to be a leader by “picking up pieces of puzzles.”

Moreover, Participant 8 is involved with the seafood associations to help educate the fisherman and lobby for the industry. She is active within the seafood industry and educates others through social media and email. Participant 8 leads through “picking up pieces of puzzles where no one else has picked them up and decide to take it and run with it.” During her involvement with a particular seafood organization, a male individual was using the group’s money on personal items, and she spoke up about the issue, and he responded with threats. Reflecting on the incidence, she explained, “I had walked into a man’s world and how dare as a woman I think that I am going to fit into their world.” In addition, Participant 8 commented about a different incidence,

One guy he is out of our industry now . . . he had a lot of power, a lot of money, I mean big money . . . he was not about to allow us to do anything different, but I went around him you know. I figured that out, and he hated me and so did everybody else because they just jumped on the bandwagon.

Participant 8 mentioned in the seafood industry “you are a target for every environmentalist group, every state agency . . . you are always fighting against something and so it makes you super aggressive.” Moreover, she revealed, “I fit into this puzzle well because this industry is an underdog, and I will probably fight till I die for this industry.”
Participant 9 comments she was an “Air Force brat” due to her father being a two star general in the United States Air Force and being an only child. Her father’s family was original homesteaders on the Oregon Trail, and he was raised on the family ranch in Oregon. Although her father left the ranch to attend West Point and obtain college degrees, Participant 9 spent many summers on the Oregon ranch with her grandfather and cousins because her father wanted her to become knowledgeable about the ranch and gain a sense of work ethic. While her father was fulfilling his Air Force duties, her mother stayed home and raised her. “My mom was more of the disciplinarian in the family because he [father] was gone so it is kind of like that honeymoon effect,” stated Participant 9. She mentioned, “Dad was home and you know it was fun, you were going to do stuff.” Participant 9 spent all the time she could with her father exploring and learning new things such as horse riding, boating, and changing the oil in the car. Her father taught her to be observant of everything and always ask questions. She mentioned, “I do not think he ever treated me like a little girl. I think he always may have wished he had a son, but he had a daughter and so he just did everything with me.” Due to her father being in the Air Force, she moved quiet frequently. In fact, she moved every year during elementary and middle school but was finally able to complete her junior and senior years of high school at the same school. After graduating high school at the age of 16, she attended college and studied animal science and zoology.

During college, she had an internship at a zoo where she focused on the behavior of animals which led her to the opportunity of volunteering with a company that had marine mammals. Once she graduated college, she considered going to veterinarian school, but her father did not support that idea so she chose to receive a master’s degree in comparative medical
research where she focused on equine. Although she did not attend veterinarian school, she stated, “I literally studied what I loved.” Due to the valuable skills and self-confidence she learned from her father, she walked into a museum focused on science and handed them her resume. The beginning of her career was at the same museum where she focused on environmental science and took people on eco tours. Following this job, she was hired to develop the master naturalist program for the state and through that job, she met her current employer. Participant 9’s current employer was searching for someone to manage a nature center and living laboratory, and that is what she is still currently doing, 17 years later. At work, she makes the decisions for the laboratory and is the leader, but at home she stated, “I am much more of a traditionalist . . . I was raised that the man was essentially the dominate role in the family.” In addition, Participant 9 mentioned, “In my home, my husband has 51% of the vote. It is not always easy for me. But it is the way we raised our family and that is the way it is.” Now, her and her husband both still work and have four grown children, three sons and one daughter. Participant 9’s children all enlisted into various military branches which consist of the Coast Guard, Air Force, Army, and National Guard.

She recognizes without her mentors she would not be where she is today. Her father provided her with the mentoring she needed to be a successful individual while her current boss has taught her patience, more about the culture of agriculture, and provides her the support she needs to be successful in her career. Participant 9 also mentioned God has served as her mentor, and she always leans on prayer for the good and bad times. Furthermore, she realizes the important role a mentor serves so when mentoring others, she explained “mentoring someone is to give them the recipe so they can go and do it themselves and be there for them to always answer more questions and encourage them.” Moreover, she communicates to her mentees that
she will be completely honest with them and to “quite thinking being a leader is an option. It is not optional.” She explained it is important to be a leader in your own life, in your community, and to your children.

Participant 9 enjoys leading others through encouragement, inspiration, enthusiasm, and passion so the individuals want to be there with her. Also, she leads through having everyone working on the same level as a middle manager. She explained leadership, “Like think about a hike and you are leading a hike. If you are just walking forward and talking forward, you gotta turn around and be part of the group.” Participant 9 believes as a leader you must be willing to take responsibility, serve in a variety of roles, and always do your very best. Additionally, she stated, “We are all going to do this, but there has to be one person that champions the cause and encourages everybody together, and I do that. You have to be a positive spirit.”

Participant 10

Participant 10 was raised with her five siblings on a lake growing an orange tree, tangerine tree, and grapefruit tree. Her father was a family practitioner and owned a family practice where her mother was the registered nurse. It was a small town so all the patients who visited the family practice were well known. Her parents instilled into her and her siblings the importance of education and that “you can do whatever you want to do.” Participant 10’s parents saved enough money for all six of their children to attend a private high school. During high school, each of the siblings had their own jobs. Participant 10 often worked at her father’s practice even during college on Saturdays and over the summer break. She remembers talking with one patient about what she would like to do for a career, and Participant 10 said, “maybe like to work in the newspaper and get some real world experience.” The patient’s son was the
publisher of a newspaper so she contacted him and shortly after, Participant 10 had an internship with the local newspaper. She started out writing obituaries, moved to local government, then to agriculture, and she was assigned to the citrus and phosphate industries. Although, all five of her siblings went into the medical field, like their parents, Participant 10 claims she is “the black sheep” of the family.

After the newspaper job, she started working for a citrus organization in public affairs. During her time with the citrus organization, she obtained a master’s degree in mass communication. When she realized there were no opportunities for advancement within the organization, she began working for Farm Bureau, where she led a statewide organization. She worked for Farm Bureau for four years and then obtained her current position as president of a nonprofit fertilizer and pesticide organization. Currently, she connects with and represents the members of the organization, lobbies, and is involved with topics such as: water policy, taxation, education, public relations, certifications, and regulation. Participant 10 enjoys being the team builder and cheerleader to the members of the organization and others she leads and does not care who receives the credit. She stated, “I do not like conflict. I want everybody to be getting along, and I want everybody to be happy. I want us to be working towards a goal, and I do not care who gets the credit.”

Participant 10 recognizes she would not be where she is today without her mentors and networking relationships that she has developed over the years. She considers the board members of her organization her mentors because “they have taken the time to teach me. They have answered every stupid question. They have provided counsel.” She also noted she is not micromanaged, which she sincerely appreciates. In addition, women from other phosphate organizations and the [State] Department of Agriculture have provided her with advice and
served as role models. Participant 10 asserted, “People [women] have broken that ground ahead of me and made my life easier.” In addition, she acknowledges the impact of the relationship she shares with her four sisters. They provide her with close friendships and the support to stay healthy in her stressful, busy life.

While she was working for the newspaper as a reporter, she met her husband at a bar, and he was the bartender. They married while she was working for the citrus organization, and when they decided to have children, Participant 10’s husband decided to stay home and raise their two girls while she carried on her career. Participant 10 commented about her husband that “[He] gave me the luxury of not worrying about home.” In addition, he provided her with the support she needed to work in a male dominant industry because he trusted her and was never jealous. She mentioned, “If he had been the jealous type or the distrustful type, there would have been a lot of stress. Fortunately, there is not.” Participant 10 makes time for her and her husband to be together, and that is key to their happy, supportive marriage. Now, she has a daughter who has started college and one who is in middle school. Her husband prepares the meals and cleans the house so she is able to devote her time to her career. Additionally, she admitted, “part of my personal success is for the most part [husband].”

Participant 11

Participant 11 grew up in France with her five siblings, and her father owned a small farm and winery in the country. Her mother stayed home with the children and according to Participant 11, “my mother was absolutely adorable, and she was there just to make everybody happy.” She claims her parents were a classic couple with her father being powerful and earning the income for the family and her mother being very sweet, raising the kids, and caring for the
home. After graduating high school, Participant 11 wanted to become a geologist so she began studying science, but her father thought she should study winemaking so they could work together. She knew she loved being with her father so she decided to pursue winemaking, and after completing her undergraduate degree, she went on to become an enologist. At the time, there were political problems in France and her father’s winery was bombed twice so she considered going into another field. She began working for someone else in a consulting lab but did not enjoy it because her work consisted of wine analyses so she decided to open her own wine consulting lab.

Participant 11 wanted to travel to the United States to visit some wineries and become more educated about the wine industry because she was extremely passionate about winemaking. After her visit, she decided to move to the United States; therefore, she closed her consulting lab in France. She obtained a position at a winery, met her husband shortly after, quit her job at the winery, and then moved to the town where her husband was established. Her and her husband decided they wanted children, and she stated,

I am the female winemaker and it is very hard to have kids, and so I said well better to have the family and then we will see, and it was just the time. When I was ready to go back, my son was 4 years old.

When she was ready to return to work, she contacted the winery owner that she previously worked for, and they rehired her. Participant 11 has worked for the same winery for 29 years. While her children were young and she was working, she would get up at 2:00 a.m. so she could complete all of her housework for a couple of hours and then get ready and leave for work at
5:30 a.m. Currently, her children are in their 30s, and one lives in Sweden and the other is a lawyer nearby.

Participant 11 still has the same strong passion for the winery as she did 30 years ago. Now, she is the head winemaker and leads others at the winery. She is responsible for the quality of the wine and working with the vineyard manager. Her leadership style can be described as providing direction and being clear to her team. Participant 11 mentioned, “I think clear vision, clear direction is very important and expectations.” Putting the team together and ensuring they work well together makes her happy as well as truly caring for her team. She revealed, “In the winemaking world... people in the sales or the people in marketing... they are all happy people. Making wine makes people happy. It is fun.” Additionally, she has learned to delegate tasks. Participant 11 leads the team with clear communication and direction. She stated, “I do not want power. I do not want to be super woman. I am not interested at all.”

Moreover, Participant 11 said,

They love me here in this team because, for example, if Adele the singer is coming here and there is a dinner, I have more important things to do at home, just go. I truly do not care. I think Adele is good, but my home is more important.

She enjoys making wine and that is what she is focused on doing. She learned these leadership tactics from her mentors when she realized she enjoyed having a leader who was direct, clear, and provided her with direction. Participant 11 reflected on her mentors “I was lucky enough to be taught by [winemaker] and Mr. [winemaker] about quality and from my dad too. Never compromise, no shortcuts, be detailed.” Knowing the importance of having mentors, Participant 11 tries to be a mentor to others as well. She spends time mentoring younger
winemakers and the assistant winemaker into becoming successful in the wine industry. In regards to mentoring others, she stated, “I can be demanding, and I think it is important, and it depends on the temperament of the employee.” Additionally, she assured being humble is also crucial to the winery business. Participant 11 also stated, “Everybody is humble here now. I am fine, but soon as I see somebody thinking they are better than the other, bad luck for them. I cannot stand it.”

**Participant 12**

Participant 12 grew up spending time with her father hiking and exploring in the woods. They would hunt mushrooms and learn about what was edible and what was not. Participant 12 knows her father influenced her more than her mother, but her mother always provided her the support she needed. When she was 12 years old, she moved to a large property around the water where she spent her time making forts, finding Indian relics, exploring the soil, and picking the fruit off of trees. Participant 12 mentioned, “I have always been fascinated by plants and animals and fungi and so it just sort of kept going. Never thought about it as a career or anything initially. Just loved it.”

After obtaining a master’s degree in cultural anthropology, she moved to a different state and worked at a coffee shop then a Montessori school. From there, she obtained an agricultural internship on an organic farm and decided that was the direction she wanted to take her career. She would visit farmer’s markets to learn more about farming and agricultural practices. Participant 12 recalled, “I remember a guy there had these tomatoes, and he said my tomatoes are smaller, but the key to really sweet tomatoes is to not water them for a while before you harvest them because it concentrates the sugars.” She was mentored by a farmer at an organization who
taught environmental education and had agricultural apprentices. Participant 12 decided to start her own organic farm so her and her partner moved across the country. They moved once more and operated an organic farm, which had multiple raised vegetable beds on two acres of land. After a few years, Participant 12 moved overseas and lived in a Buddhist Monastery, and when she returned to the states, she joined another spiritual community. She mentioned, “I found more of that need of a deeper connection to what life was.”

Furthermore, Participant 12 began her business in 2003 when she bought 1,300 acres. It began by renovating the farmhouse, building the energy barn, and designing the renewable energy system and food system. She believes, “Our food system expresses separation and alienation rather than integration and connection.” Her current partner joined the business in 2010 when she met her as the property wealth asset consultant. Participant 12 and her partner began their own private wealth investment company with hopes to combine their expertise and establish a model that would be offered to other land owners. They also own a small company within their farm that markets seaberrries and the nectar from the seaberrries. Since they grow perennial crops on the farm, they needed something that would produce a yield quickly in order to make a profit. Participant 12 realized they tasted delicious and no one else was producing seaberrries in the United States. In addition to the private wealth investment company and seaberry company, Participant 12 aspires to motivate others by, “land stewardship practices that other people can put into place that can generate yields, multiple kinds of yields, and with the food lab showing what can be done with those. So that we can affect the culinary world.” Moreover, she revealed, “Our healthcare system is efficient and wonderful in doing things we would not want to have connection to, but it is a disease. It is premised on making most of its money from disease, which does not need to happen.”
Participant 12 has confidence she leads by being visionary for the field of agriculture. In addition, her position requires her to be grounded and progressive but also dominant and assertive. She enjoys self-challenge in order to learn the best way to complete tasks around the farm that is financially viable. She mentioned,

That has been a huge. This is not traditional stuff that we are doing . . . We are trying to grow perennials instead of annuals. We are trying to grow and come up with land stewardship models that work with wildlife, that allow the large scale conversion of old pasture, old dairy remnants to something that is gonna actually build in the soil, carbon equestrian, resiliency, and high nutrient yields so that is what we are really passionate about.

Participant 12 extensively researches information related to their farm and strategies for improving so she spends ample time synthesizing information and developing plans on how to implement her research. She believes a leader should “not be intimidated and to share completely, not withhold anything, to be completely out there and recognize then let go.” Additionally, she also believes as a leader you have to be willing to be proven wrong and change based on new information. Participant 12 revealed, “You lay out your core values like an algorithm that you stick to and then you build on that and you look for excellence and build on that and you stay in it for the long line.” She stated, “If you do not have an ethical framework that is driving you, it does not get you up in the morning because it is not about me being a leader. It is about caring about something bigger than me.” Participant 12 provides substantial leadership in her area of agriculture, and she stated, “Guys get recognized for it instead, and I am like I thought we were way past this, but we are not.” She notes the importance of women speaking up, and they need to be willing to bear the insecurity, be dynamic, and gain the
confidence. She stated, “Women are coming into ownership of land assets, of cash assets, women tend to think long and longer time frames . . . but I think women’s imaginations are not necessarily captured by the status quo.” Lastly, Participant 12 believes in being open to new ideas and maintaining a sense of professionalism and ethics as an individual in agriculture. She stated, “This field needs exquisite, honesty, and professionalism in order to see it succeed.”

**Participant 13**

Participant 13 grew up in a small town with a conservative lifestyle and enjoyed boating, camping, fishing, and water skiing. Both of her parents obtained education after high school including her father receiving a bachelor’s in agriculture education and her mother attended business school. Her father only taught for one year and did not enjoy it so he switched to working for an oil company. During the time period, it was customary for women to stay home and raise the children so Participant 13’s mother stayed home until she started junior high. Participant 13 and her older brother were always told they could do anything they wanted to do and an emphasis was placed on obtaining an education. She mentioned, “She [mother] saved all of her money to send us to college so even though she had gone to two years of business school she emphasized you are going to get an education.” Participant 13 commented about her mother that, “I do tribute a lot of my success in terms of not limiting myself to her [mother].” Participant 13 revealed, “I can hear this ringing in my head. You can do anything you want to do. And if I ever said ‘I cannot be president of the United States.’ My mom would go ‘why? Why not?’” Although, she admits she was a “daddy’s girl” and remembers him cooking her a fried egg with butter for breakfast.
After high school, she decided to attend college to study music and then went on to obtain a master’s degree in marine and environmental science. Participant 13 met her husband when she was singing at events and believes God put them together. The Christmas before they married,

I opened up the box, and I am looking at this list, and I am like what is this? Did you make this list after you met me? And he said no I made this list six months before I met you. And there were 32 items on the list. It was that specific . . . There were only two out of 32 that I did not have. The first was 5’4” and [husband] is 6’4” God knew he needed someone taller, and the second one was he wanted her to have a ranch in the hill country, and that is just pushing it.”

She then taught high school for five years and had her first of two daughters. She knew she wanted to work in higher education so she began working for the Department of Honors and Academic Scholarships. Participant 13 decided to work on her Ph.D., which she earned in human resource development focusing on adult education programs. During her coursework of her Ph.D., she developed a manual on how to teach using an interactive video conferencing for a class project, which was picked up by Verizon. Her and her husband began a consulting company, and she worked with the agriculture and environmental safety group. The group wanted her to apply for an open position so she became the Extension Associate in agriculture and environmental safety. The Vice Chancellor and Dean of the [College] at [University] wanted to begin a distance education program and hired her. She accepted the position, and after a couple of years as the distance education coordinator, “I am very excited flying on the leer jet and here comes [boss] and he goes will you be a visiting assistant professor for us and pick up [colleague]’s classes? Will you teach the principles of technology course for us?” The college
had two tenure track positions vacant for distance education so she applied and accepted the new position. Participant 13 discussed her experiences of working when her children were young,

[Coworker] would get to the office at 6:00 a.m. and leave at 6:00 p.m. or 7:00 p.m. My kids are little. I am having to pick them up after school, take them to piano lessons or dance lessons and all of this. So I could not be at the office those hours so I started feeling guilty like I am not working hard enough, I am not doing enough and really struggling.

In addition, during her time in this position, her colleague who was hired at the same time began earning $13,000 more than her because he interviewed with another university. Participant 13’s supervisor told her the only way to increase your salary is to either receive another job offer or do well throughout your career, and it will eventually increase. The next day she received a phone call from a technology company wanting to hire her to work with the higher education accounts at universities. Her supervisor believed she pursued it or was bluffing, and she almost left the profession at the time. Participant 13 then became the highest paid assistant professor in the United States at that time, became associate department head, and went up for full professor after four years. Since then, she has assumed an administration role. She is “driven by wanting the place better than what I came to it. I want to leave it in better shape, and it is not about me. It is about the place. It is about the people and the team.” Participant 13 notes she always has to be learning something new, and the work environment has to be one that encourages and supports people where they can grow.

Participant 13 commented about her leadership as, “I try to lead by example. I would never ask someone to do something that I am not willing to do. So rolling a cart with food on it, I just did that Friday.” She has strong communication and interpersonal skills so everyone on the
team understands what is expected. She emphasizes that importance of delegation and providing her team with authority and the power to make decisions. Participant 13 wants her team to be independent thinkers who are willing to collaborate with others. Additionally, she has utilized her human resource development background by aligning each team member’s talents with their positions so they are able to thrive best, which is related to being a transformational leader (Eagly & Carli, 2007). Participant 13 revealed,

I had every staff member write down what they do. We wrote it on notecards. So the we [administrative staff] did sorting of the cards, and we talked about what duties really need to go together not what historically people had done because I gave everyone an opportunity to talk about their strengths, what they would like to do not just about what is on their job description so we had shifted these cards around, and we completely reorganized the staff duties talent to tasks and then any of the duties that were gaps that is the position descriptions we hired for.

During her career path, Participant 13 has had some mentors and has mentored others. Early in her career as assistant professor, she was assigned a mentor who was a male because there were not many women in the field. He provided her with a fabulous experience and provided her with essential advice related to using her time and communicating her accomplishments on her vitae. She did not find another mentor until she acquired her current position, which she was rejected by the first person she asked to mentor her. Finally, Participant 13 found an excellent female mentor who previously was a vice chancellor and dean and has provided her with advice and is willing to listen. Participant 13 is involved in a women’s faculty network where she mentors others. In addition, she mentioned, “We have to be there to mentor and support each other. I have just started doing a better job mentoring other junior faculty
because of my experience as a junior faculty member I did not have anybody to mentor me.”

Participant 13 realizes that, “There are just certain things you cannot talk about. Guys do not understand it and so we [women] have to be there to mentor and support each other.”

**Participant 14**

Participant 14 was raised around some aspects of agriculture with one set of grandparents owning a ranch, and her other grandparents owning a watermelon and cantaloupe farm. She enjoyed spending time with her grandfather because he would build her dollhouse furniture and other neat toys from his wood shop. Her grandparents were her idles because they taught her that “you do not let things get in your way because you are not allowed to because the family motto was before the grace of God.” She noted she was raised with the motto “I felt bad for myself because I had no food until I saw the man that had no feet.” Additional aspects of her upbringing included participating in 4-H contests at the county fairs such as the photography, craft, and baking contests, but when her sister lost interest, they no longer participated. Her dad was a machinist while her mother stayed home to raise her and her older sister, although her mother had obtained a degree in home economics.

Participant 14 thought she would be a veterinarian until she saw a calf being born on her grandparents’ farm so she changed her mind and thought about becoming a paleontologist. When her dad was not working, he would spend his time doing debates with Participant 14 about different topics, and if she did not know something, she would go to the library to learn about it. Participant 14 remarked, “I was one of these nerdy kids, and I was way too well behaved . . . I was very shy and did not really come out of my shell until college.” She also mentioned, “I did not ever want to disappoint anyone. I was scared to death of being seen as not good at
something.” Participant 14 was involved with forensics, public speaking, and debates in high school. She was fascinated by the world and international relations, and during high school, she took Spanish, German, and French classes. She was part of a student exchange program when she was a junior in high school and went to Germany. Participant 14 knew she was headed towards a career in politics because she was fascinated with how government operates. Sadly, she had a poor experience on her student exchange program so she decided against international relations and decided to attend college to study political science and Russian. Participant 14 continued with her Russian degree but dropped political science and continued to try and find a replacement major. She finally decided on anthropology because she only needed 10 more hours to complete that degree. She wanted to obtain a master’s degree so she enrolled in humanities and environmental history. She needed to take some basic agriculture courses before beginning the environmental history coursework, and mentioned, “The male grad students made it very clear that you [a woman] were not supposed to be there.”

After completing her master degrees, she accepted a job with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and worked on the pesticides team as a short term contract employee. During her time with EPA, she was sorting the mail one day and a woman told her to never do it again because it is all they would ever see her as, and Participant 14 noted “that was a wonderful piece of mentoring advice that she gave me.” She then worked with the corn growers as a manager of natural resources. During her time with the corn growers, she would send out newsletters related to various agriculture group activities. Participant 14 moved from working with the corn growers to working with the [State] Department of Agriculture and was once again in pesticides. She mentioned, “Of all the jobs I have ever had, I hated that job [State Department of Agriculture] the most.” Contrasting, she did enjoy the biotechnology aspect of the job. Then,
a female mentor encouraged her to apply for a position as a legislative assistant in agriculture for a congressman, and Participant 14 received the position. After the congressman announced his retirement, she applied for a job with a nonprofit which focused on researching biotechnology, studying public perceptions, and writing research reports. She enjoyed employment with the nonprofit for five years until it was no longer challenging. Therefore, she applied for her current position as an associate director in agricultural policies.

Now, her and her husband both work in fields that make them happy, agricultural politics and architecture, respectively. Her husband enjoys his job performing historical renovations, and she mentioned that she “would never move because he loves his job so much.” Participant 14 was unsure about having children because growing up she believed they were “too sticky,” but during this same time, her mother was struggling financially “so I am like you [mother] come out here, you do us a favor by raising the kid, and we will do you a favor by looking after you as you get older.” Now, her mother helps raise their two children so they can focus on their careers and care for both their children and her mother at the same time.

When she began her current job, she started thinking of it as it was her job to make everyone else’s easier. She emphasized the importance of communicating appropriately to those she works with. Her strength as a leader is bringing people together, making connections for people, and informing them of a vast amount of information in a summary format. Participant 14 reflects back to her upbringing and her values in which she stated, “we need every single level of different people.”
Chapter Five

Conclusions and Recommendations

The contents of this chapter will include the overall conclusions discovered by the researchers. In addition, the implications of this study are provided for other researchers, educators, mentors, and women. Lastly, four recommendations for future research are presented based on the researchers’ conclusions.

Conclusions

In this study, 14 women shared their personal journeys for attaining their leadership position and included their experiences and influences, which provides insight into how they have attained their leadership position in agriculture. The participants represented a broad range of areas within agriculture. Providing detailed, personal journeys of women leaders and their perspectives is important for future women (Madsen, 2007). Madsen (2007) mentioned the importance of research highlighting women’s personal journeys, “This research is important for the development of quality and effective leadership development programs, opportunities, or counsel for women during their youth, college, and workplace years and experiences” (p. 198). This study utilized two categories of Krumboltz’s (1976) social learning theory of career selection, which included genetic endowment and special abilities and environmental conditions and events. Genetic endowment and special abilities involves gender, race, physical appearance, characteristics, intelligence, and abilities (Krumboltz, 1976). Environmental conditions and events include the action of humans and natural occurrences such as social, cultural, political, and economical incidences (Krumboltz, 1976). Reflecting upon the influences and experiences of these 14 women and Krumboltz’s (1976) social learning theory of career selection, the researchers produced 11 overall conclusions: (a) family, including parents, spouse, and children,
impacted each woman’s decisions for her education, lifestyle, and career choices; (b) fathers are a huge influence on their daughters; (c) each participant discovered how to integrate work and their personal lives to be successful; (d) education is a strong value; (e) each participant has at least one mentor and/or networking relationship; (f) each participant has such a strong work ethic; (g) having support from somewhere is extremely important to serve in their roles; (h) religion is important for how they live their lives; (i) each participant has a strong passion for her specific area in agriculture; (j) 12 out of the 14 women have children; and (k) all types of leadership styles are needed.

Human behavior is significantly impacted by an individual’s upbringing and family (Eckstein, 2000). An individual’s parents’ values, hobbies, skills, careers, and wealth impacts the individual’s life choices (Krumboltz, 1976). Sometimes, individuals make choices similar to their parents’ lifestyle while occasionally it is in spite of their parents’ decisions. Moreover, individuals may choose to work in the same industry as their parents (Krumboltz, 1976). Participant 1, Participant 2, Participant 5, Participant 7, and Participant 11 chose the same area in agriculture as their parents. Participant 4, Participant 12, and Participant 13 chose similar aspects of their career like their parents. In addition, individuals tend to obtain similar life and work skills from each parent. While Participant 3, Participant 6, Participant 8, Participant 9, and Participant 10 chose a different career path than their parents, they chose careers based upon their interests and skills, which were influenced by their parents. Furthermore, an individual’s spouse and children impact the choices they make about their career especially for women. Some women choose to not work or only have part-time employment because of their duties as a wife and mother (Krumboltz, 1976; Nohria & Khurana, 2010). Having the responsibility of family and full-time employment can be challenging for women (Eagly & Carli, 2007). In
addition, women choose their careers and involvement based on their husband’s career and
children’s schedules. Each participant in this study, except Participant 4, Participant 5, and
Participant 10, base their involvement and career choices around their spouse and children
including multiple participants changing their careers to follow their husband’s careers. In
addition, individuals will choose to raise their children based on their own upbringing, in which
they may choose to replicate some or all aspects (Krumboltz, 1976).

Each participant in this study indicated the influence their fathers have had on their life
choices, which was not found in previous research. Although, the participants’ mothers have
always provided them with support and pushed them to obtain an education. Many of the
participants claimed their passion for agriculture came from their fathers. Participant 1 stated,
“My work ethic, my agriculture drive came from my father’s influence and just my love of being
outside and animals and all instilled to where I am.” Like so, other participants shared stories of
the activities they did with their dad such as hiking, boating, riding in the tractor, at the sale barn,
practicing debates, critical thinking, at the winery, and working on the farm. Some participants
revealed their mothers served as more of the disciplinarian and the fathers tended to be the fun
parent to spend time with.

All 14 participants discovered how to integrate their work and personal lives in order to
be successful in each. This is attributed to the participants’ parents providing them with
examples of how to do this. All participants’ parents were married while they were being raised
by their parents, and only one participant’s parents divorced later in life. This is a new
conclusion that was not discovered in previous research. A child’s age at the time of the divorce
could depend on the impact the divorce has on the child resulting in younger children being more
at risk for issues than older children (Lansford, 2009). According to a Copen et al. (2012),
almost half of first time marriages end in a divorce. Lansford (2009) mentioned, “Children whose parents have divorced have higher levels of externalizing behaviors and internalizing problems, lower academic achievement, and more problems in social relationships than do children whose parents have not divorced.” Each participant mentioned both parents during their interview and the roles they have played throughout their lives. The participants observed how both of their parents were able to work, manage the home, raise their children, and enjoy their personal lives, which can be attributed to the participants’ successes. While a majority of participants shared positive stories about their parents and their involvement in their lives, a few participants revisited negative occurrences that have impacted them and the life choices they have made.

Each participant in this study recognizes the importance of receiving an education. This is a new conclusion, which has not been determined in previous research. Almost all participants admitted their mother is the one who pushed them to obtain an education and to achieve their dreams. Participant 13 revealed, “I can hear this ringing in my head. You can do anything you want to do. And if I ever said ‘I cannot be president of the United States.’ My mom would go ‘why? Why not?’” While almost all participants received a bachelor’s degree, many also obtained a master’s and one received a Ph.D. In addition, these participants are continuously learning new things about their area in agriculture through local organizations, research, and workshops. In addition, many participants spend time researching topics important to them to learn more. Moreover, several participants in this study are passionate about educating others about agriculture through teaching high school students, mentor relationships, providing professional development opportunities, trainings and workshops, blogging, and social media.
Contrasting the research by Wang (2009) and Nohria and Khurana (2010), the participants in this study had at least one mentor, and some had many more, who helped them throughout their leadership journey. The research by Mayer (2001) mentioned the participants in the study found a network of women in their area to serve as mentors. Participant 7 mentioned her mentor “gave me loads of contacts and advice and was like [Participant 7] I think you are onto something big here, I think you need to move on this now.” Moreover, some participants sought out a mentor while others were contacted by a mentor. Their mentors and networking relationships have assisted them with attaining their leadership position by providing advice, encouragement, and support. Their mentors also assisted them with connections and resources throughout the industry. Additionally, there was a mixture of male and female mentors of the participants.

The participants in this study value work ethic and display that on a daily basis. Before Participant 7’s company began, she worked various jobs “I got a job working on the floor of a backpack company sewing packs just to see what the production side was, and then I was grooming ski trails and then peeling logs you know for like log homes.” Many of the participants commented their hard work ethic is due to being raised on a farm because they understand hard work. In addition, many women with a strong work ethic are fighting the traditional views of the male as the leader with the power and authority (Garcia-Retamero & Lopez-Zafra, 2006; Eagly, 2007). Studies by Mayer (2001), Seevers and Foster (2004), Goldberger and Crowe (2010), Baxter et al., (2011), and Kleihauer et al., (2013) found their participants had to prove themselves as a woman in agriculture because other individuals have doubted their ability to perform. Participant 8 stated,
One guy he is out of our industry now . . . he had a lot of power, a lot of money, I mean big money . . . he was not about to allow us to do anything different, but I went around him you know. I figured that out, and he hated me and so did everybody else because they just jumped on the bandwagon.

Moreover, the women in this study may have such a strong work ethic because they are trying to prove to the individuals around them that they are capable of fulfilling their duties, which was found in previous studies (Mayer, 2001; Seevers & Foster, 2004; Goldberger & Crowe, 2010; Baxter et al., 2011; Kleihauer et al., 2013).

Thirteen out of 14 women in this study have a husband, boyfriend, or partner who provides her with constant support. Participant 2 revealed,

None of this would be possible if [husband] did not have a good job. So he is really the breadwinner, and he is the one that allows this to happen. I have to give him a lot of credit. He is like I do not care what you do as long as you are taking care of the kids. They also receive support from their children, other family members, friends, support groups, and their mentor and networking relationships. These women recognize the importance of having support to serve in their position. Many of these women have careers that require them to spend a lot of time away from the family, and while they sometimes face guilt, knowing they are supported in their decisions provides them with the inspiration to continue their career.

Contrasting previous research, Participant 10’s husband raised their children, cooks the meals, and cares for the home so she is able to continue her career without the guilt and stress of worrying about childcare and other domestic duties (Kark & Eagly, 2010; Nohria & Khurana, 2010; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015a). Participant 10 said, “[husband] gave me the luxury of not worrying about home.”
Almost all of the participants mentioned religion during their interview and the role it plays in their lives. In addition, a majority of the participants who discussed religion as playing a large role in their lives attended religious ceremonies as a child with their parents. Based on research by Krumboltz (1976), parent’s values impact their children. Many of these women also receive the support and guidance they need from their faith and from prayer especially during difficult times. In addition, some participants claim they are serving people like Jesus and are using their talents per His teaching. Participant 1 stated, “God says you must use your talents so I am using my teaching talents to teach agriculture, to teach about God, and to teach at home.”

Furthermore, the participants in this study are extremely passionate about agriculture and their specific area within agriculture. Participant 4 has a strong passion for winemaking.

I am very involved. I watch every single step, and the way it works is that I develop a plan every season, every year for exactly how I want the fruit handled when it reaches the winery. So that is detailing how it is pressed, how it is crushed, what tanks it goes into, tank fermentation temperatures, yeast, and then barrel profiles, which is really big and so I oversee all of that.

Eleven out of 14 participants (Participant 1, Participant 2, Participant 4, Participant 5, Participant 7, Participant 9, Participant 10, Participant 11, Participant 12, Participant 13, and Participant 14) were raised around their specialty area of agriculture, and Krumboltz (1976) mentioned individuals are influenced by their surrounding environment and the occurring events. It can be noted there is a difference in the type of passion for agriculture of an individual depending on if they were raised around their specific agricultural area versus being married into agriculture. There were three participants, Participant 3, Participant 6, and Participant 8, who married into the family business. Participant 8 has a strong passion for her specialty area, and it appears she
would stay in the agriculture field regardless of her marriage situation. The two other participants who married into the family agriculture business are truly passionate about advocating for agriculture and supporting the family business, but if they had married someone who was not in the agriculture field, their passion for agriculture would be non-existent.

Only two of the participants, Participant 5 and Participant 12, in this study do not have children. Seven of the 12 participants (Participant 1, Participant 2, Participant 3, Participant 6, Participant 7, Participant 10, and Participant 14), who have children, are still young and living at home while five participant’s (Participant 4, Participant 8, Participant 9, Participant 11, and Participant 13) children are grown and living on their own. These conclusions align with the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2015b) in which they found 75.8 percent of working mothers with children six to 17 years old and 70.1 percent with children 18 years of age or older. In both situations, these women have struggled with balancing work and domestic duties, but they have discovered what works best for their family. Participant 13 discussed her experiences of working when her children were young,

[Coworker] would get to the office at 6 a.m. and leave at 6 or 7 p.m. My kids are little. I am having to pick them up after school, take them to piano lessons or dance lessons and all of this. So I could not be at the office those hours so I started feeling guilty like I am not working hard enough, I am not doing enough and really struggling.

This is to conclude that it is possible to have a successful career and be a mom. Participant 10’s husband switched traditional roles so she could continue working while Participant 14’s mother lives with her to help raise the children while her and her husband work. Moreover, Participant 2, Participant 3, and Participant 6 are stay–at–home mothers. Participant 2 and Participant 6 have part-time employment that is flexible for their busy schedules. Other participants,
Participant 4, Participant 9, Participant 11, took a few years off from working during their children’s years as a baby and toddler and then continued with work once they entered schooling age. Participant 11 mentioned, “I said well better to have the family, and then we will see, and it was just the time. When I was ready to go back, my son was 4 years old.” Based on previous research, balance issues are common for working mothers (Mayer, 2001; Seegers & Foster, 2004; Baxter et al., 2011). It can be noted there are endless possibilities of discovering the balance that works best for a working mother.

Finally, each participant has her own way of leading her team and those around her. Based on previous research, one conclusion is that women leaders hold qualities such as collaboration, cooperation, empathy, and compassion (Eagly & Carli, 2007; Nohria & Khurana, 2010; Baruch, 2011). In addition, women leaders focus on gaining trust, confidence, mentoring, and empowering their followers, which is true for this study (Eagly & Carli, 2007). Four of the participants (Participant 5, Participant 6, Participant 7, and Participant 14) lead through connecting individuals and bringing people together to achieve a goal. Participant 7 stated, “It is this leadership for being able to bring other people into the project and have them be willing to bust their butt and bend over backwards on everything. It is the human component that has made it work.” Three participants, Participant 4, Participant 9, and Participant 13, provide encouragement and support and act like a cheerleader for their team. In addition, two of this study’s participants, Participant 2 and Participant 10, focus on team building and being a team player to be a successful leader. Participant 2 mentioned,

I realize that it is important to be a team player and build a vision with several people rather than just myself because if I come in and tell you about a garden, well that is a
great idea . . . But by not coming in and telling them how to do it but asking them questions and building their vision I think that is why we have had success.

Participant 1 and Participant 11 lead through delegation of tasks. Participant 8 claims she does the things that others do not want to do while Participant 3 leads by example for her children and others in agriculture. Lastly, Participant 12 follows a lassie-faire leadership style due to her dominance and assertiveness. This is to conclude that certain situations require different types of leadership styles, and there is not one correct way to lead a group of individuals.

Implications

Understanding the personal journeys, experiences, and perceptions of these 14 women offers an understanding of the important experiences and influences beneficial for attaining a leadership position in agriculture. This study can serve as promotional material for recruiting women into the field of agriculture by providing them with real life experiences from women in the field. Likewise, it could increase the number of women who enter into agriculture who may need a boost of encouragement or to know other women have faced similar challenges. Women who are currently facing the struggle of balancing their work with familial duties can use this study for encouragement or to understand they can serve the industry they are passionate about through volunteering or advocating. Women who are interested in the field of agriculture may use this as a guide for support and advice when they face challenges or need encouragement.

This study can also serve as advice and insight to parents raising daughters to understand the impact their decisions as parents have on their daughter. Other leaders who work with women in a male dominate field can use this study to better understand the role of a working woman. Additionally, those working in any field, especially a male dominate field, could use this study to better understand the gender differences that exist between women and men.
Moreover, leaders can use the information about gender differences to assist their team appropriately and to lead them more successfully. Also, understanding different individual perspectives can only improve the strength of an organization and develop better professionals: male or female. Individuals who serve as mentors to women can use this study as an educational tool for attaining a positive mentoring relationship. Likewise, women seeking a mentor or networking relationship may use this study as a guide of what attributes to search for in a mentor or networking relationship. In addition, an instructor or professor teaching a women in leadership class or a qualitative research class may use this study as an educational tool for teaching their students. Furthermore, this study can be used in an educational setting to serve as individual case studies and to assist students with understanding how individuals raise their children in certain environments. Moreover, individuals who will be training and guiding future women leaders may find this study valuable. They may use this study as a guide to assist women leaders with an understanding of the challenges they may face with solutions to combat the challenge.

**Recommendations**

Based on this study, several questions arose. Future research questions to be explored include:

1. How have some of the top men in United States agriculture attained their leadership role?
2. How have women leaders in agriculture been impacted by their mentors and networking relationships?
3. How have women in agriculture attained their leadership role in a male dominated field based upon the Centered Leadership Model (Barsh, Cranston, & Craske, 2008)?
4. How have women in agriculture with divorced parents attained their leadership role in a male dominated field?
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Participant Consent Form

INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT-INTERVIEW (ADULT)

Women in Agriculture: A Qualitative Study Examining How Women have Sustained their Leadership Role in Agriculture in the United States

Introduction

___________________________ (the “Participant”) has been invited to participate in a research study by Carrie Stephens (the “Investigator”). The study will focus on the experiences of women in agriculture in the United States. By executing this document, the Participant and the Investigator acknowledge and agree on the terms of the Participant’s involvement in the research and the Participant provides her consent to such involvement.

Information about Participants’ Involvement in the Study

The Participant consents to be interviewed and to the use of the information gained from the interview(s) in written research publications describing the experiences of women in agriculture, subject to the following terms and conditions:

a. The information obtained during this project will be used to write research publications and may be read by the participant and other individuals.

b. The Participant agrees to participate in an in-depth interview and understands that the interview will last approximately one hour. There will only be one interview conducted and possibly a follow-up interview, if needed. The Participant will be asked to share her thoughts related to her experiences as a female in agriculture. How the Participant structures her story and what information she chooses to share will be up to her. The Participant may choose to share personal stories. The Participant’s identity will be kept confidential by using a pseudonym for her name.

c. The interview will be tape-recorded and the researcher will transcribe the tapes after the interview has taken place. The audio tapes will be stored in Dr. Carrie Stephen’s office (320 Morgan Hall) in a locked filing cabinet. The audio tapes will then be destroyed.

d. Real names will not be used during data collection or in the written report.

e. The participant will receive a copy of the study before the final draft is written and will be provided the opportunity to negotiate changes with the researcher.

f. The participant will receive a copy of the final research report soon after completion.

__________ Participant’s initials

__________ Investigator’s Initials
Risk

The risks are minimal for participating in this study. If the Participant chooses to share personal stories, be cautioned that those stories may be included in the final written report. The Investigator will use a pseudonym for the Participant’s name in the written report.

Benefits

The benefit of this study is to inform women who are aspiring to be solely immersed in agriculture and also women who plan on leading in the agriculture industry. In addition, females can face many challenges and obstacles being employed in a male dominated field like agriculture. Therefore, there will be numerous benefits to women who are aspiring to be leaders in the agriculture industry. In addition to the benefits to other women, participants will have an opportunity to reflect on their leadership journey and career.

Confidentiality

The information in the study records will be kept confidential. Data will be stored in a locked filing cabinet in Dr. Carrie Ann Stephens’ office located at 320 Morgan Hall. Data will be made available only to persons conducting the study unless participants specifically give permission in writing to do otherwise. The identity of the participants will not be publicly disclosed and all possible efforts will be made to avoid references in oral or written reports that could be used to link participants to the study.

Contact Information

If the Participant has any questions at any time about the study or the procedures, she may contact myself Dr. Carrie Ann Stephens at (865) 974-7371 or (865) 712-2844 or by email at cfritz@utk.edu. If the Participant has any questions about her rights as a participant, contact Research Compliance Services of the Office of Research at (865) 974-7697.

Participation

Participation is entirely voluntary. The participant may refuse to participate or discontinue participation in this research project at any time. If the Participant decides to participate, she may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty. If the Participant decides to withdraw from the study, information or material provided by her will be excluded from the study and returned to her or destroyed.
Consent

I have read the above information. I have received a copy of this form. I agree to participate in the study.

Participant’s Signature _____________________________ Date _______________

Investigator’s Signature ____________________________ Date _______________
Interview Protocol

Social Learning Theory

1. Describe your family upbringing.
2. Describe your immediate family.
3. Describe the road to owning your own agricultural venue or describe the road to obtaining your current position.
4. Describe your educational experience.
5. Describe events in your life that have altered the direction in your career pursuit.
6. Describe your perceptions of yourself in terms of your leadership and leadership role.

Centered Leadership Model

1. What has motivated you to obtain your leadership role?
2. What advice do you have for future women pursuing a career in agriculture?
3. Describe how you make meaning of your strengths or weaknesses.
4. Describe how you manage your energy so you can be a productive worker/leader/wife/mother/etc.
5. Describe how you keep a positive frame of mind.
6. Describe your network relationships and mentorship experiences (both past and present).
7. Describe your philosophy of collaborating with others and your ability to take risks.

Now compare your philosophy with actuality.
Vita

Shelby R. Brawner was born in Pensacola, Florida to Joe and Kim Summarell. She has two younger brothers, Luke and David, and one younger sister, Kylie. Shelby was raised in Coffee and Warren County, Tennessee and attended College Street Elementary from kindergarten to fifth grade, Coffee County Middle School for sixth grade, Morrison Elementary from seventh to eighth grade, and Warren County High School from ninth to twelfth grade. After graduation, Shelby attended the University of Tennessee, Knoxville where she obtained a Bachelor of Science degree in Agricultural Leadership, Education, and Communications with a concentration in Education in December 2014. Shelby enrolled in the Agricultural Leadership, Education, and Communications graduate program at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville and graduated with concentration in Leadership. She obtained a Master of Science degree in December 2016. Shelby plans to devote her career to promoting leadership in agriculture, agricultural education, the Cooperative Extension program, and positive youth development.